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“When it came time to develop the agenda for Sudan and the political sphere the exclusion of WHRDs was clear. From what I’ve seen of my colleagues, WHRDs, they do not have a presence in these spaces anymore.”
– HRD, South Kordofan.

“We can say it is equal [between men and women] to some extent, but I see it as fragile equality that happened as a result of complying with the policies of the international organizations who provide funds. We need a clear law or a policy that grants equal opportunities of work, training and to ensure positive discrimination.”
– WHRD, Khartoum.

“We made huge sacrifices, but there is no tangible change and the current procedures to cause change are very slow. There is no sense of victory of the Revolution or that the Revolution achieved its goals.”
– WHRD, Khartoum.

“This is our duty towards our community and country to reach the change we want to see in everything.”
– WHRD, South Kordofan.
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<td>NGO</td>
<td>Non-governmental organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>National Human Rights Commission</td>
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<td>NISS</td>
<td>National Intelligence and Security Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSF</td>
<td>Rapid Support Forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF</td>
<td>Sudanese Armed Forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Sovereign Council (or Sovereignty Council)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGBV</td>
<td>Sexual and gender-based violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJN</td>
<td>Sudanese Journalists Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLM/A</td>
<td>Sudan Liberation Movement/Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOGI</td>
<td>Sexual orientation and gender identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPA</td>
<td>Sudanese Professionals Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPLM/A</td>
<td>Sudan People's Liberation Movement/Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRHR</td>
<td>Sexual and reproductive health and rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWU</td>
<td>Sudanese Women's Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMC</td>
<td>Transitional Military Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDHR</td>
<td>Universal Declaration of Human Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNHCR</td>
<td>United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPR</td>
<td>Universal Periodic Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHRD</td>
<td>Woman human rights defender</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Since the research for this report was conducted, and as a final draft was being finalised, the Sudanese military commanded by General Abdel-Fattah al-Burhan led a military coup against the sitting Transitional Government. On 25 October 2021, Sudanese military forces arrested Prime Minister Abdalla Hamdok and several civilian figures, including members of the Transitional Government and Sovereign Council (SC), and either placed them under house arrest or detained them in unknown locations. Military elements took control of the national television, imposed a partial internet shutdown, and closed roads, bridges, and the airport in Khartoum.

General al-Burhan announced a nation-wide state of emergency and the dissolution of the civilian-led Transitional Government. He unilaterally announced the suspension of Articles 11, 12, 15, 16, 24-3, 71, and 72 of the Constitutional Document. These articles pertain to the SC, the Transitional Council of Ministers and cabinet, the Transitional Legislative Council (which was to be constituted), and the former Transitional Military Council (TMC). The coup occurred one month before the head of the former TMC, General al-Burhan, was due to hand over the presidency of the SC to civilian representatives. On 11 November 2021, General al-Burhan appointed a new governing SC, a decision denounced as null and void by the Sudanese Professionals Association (SPA), one of the main civilian and civic groups in Sudan. On 21 November 2021, General al-Burhan reinstated ousted Prime Minister Hamdok under a new power-sharing agreement. He agreed to release all political prisoners and recognised that the 2019 Constitutional Document was to remain the basis of the political transition. However, the civilian coalition and the SPA, as well as 12 ousted ministers, refused to acknowledge the new agreement.

This military coup is an attack on the 2019 power-sharing agreement between civilian and military forces, the Constitutional Document, and the political transition (see below). It also threatens progress achieved in the field of human rights and civic space, including elements presented in this report. Immediately after the coup was reported, protesters peacefully took to the streets to denounce the military’s illegal actions and demand a transition to civilian rule.


The SPA called for strikes and civil disobedience. Protesters erected barricades in the streets. Soldiers opened fire on crowds and reportedly killed at least ten people and injured dozens. On 21 November 2021, mass protests continued in the capital Khartoum, and its two sister cities, Omdurman and Bahri. Security forces fired live bullets and tear gas to disperse the crowds. At the time of writing, since the coup, at least 40 people have lost their lives during the mass peaceful protests. The coup drew international and African condemnation. Partners of Sudan condemned it as a betrayal of the transition, demanded the release of political leaders, and urged full observance for the Constitutional Document and the reinstatement of transitional institutions.

On 5 November 2021, following intensive advocacy by DefendDefenders and partners, the United Nations Human Rights Council (HRC) adopted a resolution on Sudan in a special (emergency) session. The HRC requested the United Nations (UN) High Commissioner for Human Rights, Michelle Bachelet, to designate an expert to monitor the situation in Sudan and engage with all relevant parties, including civil society, until the restoration of the civilian-led Transitional Government. On 12 November 2021, Michelle Bachelet designated Adama Dieng of Senegal as an expert on human rights in Sudan. While these developments significantly impact the situation and working environment for human rights defenders (HRDs), including women human rights defenders (WHRDs), DefendDefenders stands by its findings and analysis and reiterates that WHRDs will be key in achieving sustainable human rights progress in Sudan. The various dimensions pertaining to HRDs’ and WHRDs’ work explored in this report, including the need to improve the working environment for WHRDs, the need to combat the discrimination, harassment, stigma, and violence Sudanese women and Sudanese WHRDs face, and the need to effect social change through a range of measures and actions in the public and private spheres, including behavioural change at the community and family levels, remain valid.

While DefendDefenders urges a return to the transition process and a full transition to civilian rule, it stresses that the Sudanese Revolution will remain unfinished until Sudanese women and WHRDs achieve equality and are able to work free from fear, violence, and insecurity.


8 For a comprehensive list of responses by Governments and intergovernmental organizations to the military coup, see Sudan Unlimited, “World Unites with the People of Sudan and Against #SudanCoup,” www.sudanunlimited.com/take-action (accessed 26 October 2021).


Sudan is at a critical juncture following the 25 October 2021 military coup, which resulted in the dissolution of the Transitional Government and suspension of transitional institutions and arrangements. The military takeover threatens the gains of the popular peaceful Sudanese Revolution, which began in December 2018 and continued for several months until President Omar al-Bashir was ousted in April 2019. The popular protests that took place daily during these months were powered by Sudanese people who wanted better for their country.

Women were consistently at the forefront of the protests, with estimations (despite the challenge of compiling reliable statistics) that they often made up to 70% of demonstrators on the streets – many of them being youth. These women faced threats and risks, including of harassment, arbitrary arrest and detention, physical assault, and sexual violence. Yet, they continued to fight for their rights and those of the people around them.

In 2019, AfricanDefenders (the Pan-African Human Rights Defenders Network) awarded the group of women activists, Sudan Women Protest, with the Pan-African Shield Award and the North-Africa Shield Award in recognition of their dedication and progressive work to promote peace and justice throughout the Sudanese Revolution.\textsuperscript{11}

In October 2019, I conducted a mission to Sudan along with two DefendDefenders colleagues. It was our chance to show solidarity with Sudanese HRDs and civil society organisations (CSOs), while assessing needs on the ground and building partnerships. During the mission, we met with inspiring activists, many of whom were young, female, and dedicated to change. We saw the determination of Sudanese WHRDs and we committed to honour and amplify their work and cause.

The human rights situation in Sudan is a priority for DefendDefenders’ regional and international advocacy. Sudan remains on the Human Rights Council’s agenda, following a special session held on 5 November 2021. DefendDefenders leads initiatives on the country at both regional and international level. Since its establishment in 2005, under the al-Bashir regime, DefendDefenders has paid attention to the situation of, and assisted, Sudanese HRDs and WHRDs, including through the provision of protection and capacity-building and through advocacy in international and regional fora. It has also supported national HRDs networks. In 2020, DefendDefenders announced a year of focus on Sudan.

The research that informs this report was commissioned as part of this initiative. Throughout 2020, we renewed our focus on post-Revolution Sudan, throughout our advocacy, research, and capacity-building work to help Sudanese HRDs reclaim their space. We facilitated more trainings and network-building and aimed to hold our annual flagship event Claiming Spaces in Sudan in 2020.

Unfortunately, 2020 was also the year that the world abruptly changed due to the Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic. The East and Horn of Africa was affected by the virus, but Sudan was one of the worst affected in the sub-region. This meant that our research trip and Claiming Spaces event were postponed until 2021, provided it became safer to travel.

Despite these challenges, DefendDefenders remains committed to civil society and HRDs in Sudan and is conducting ongoing efforts and consultations to form a human rights defenders coalition in Sudan. The coalition will bring together HRDs representing organisations or causes, who will ensure collective efforts to address human rights concerns and challenges in Sudan. We look forward to working with the coalition. We have no doubt they can play a key role in building an open civic and democratic space in Sudan.

Lastly, but most importantly, this report is dedicated to all Sudanese HRDs, and specifically WHRDS, who continue to fight for a better country for their people. We wish to recognise and appreciate the work of our Sudanese colleagues who shaped and contributed to this report, including Majid Maali and the late Malaz Wagialla, assisted by Marine Alneel, without whom this report would not have been possible.

May Malaz rest in peace and may her contributions be recognised and honoured.

Yours sincerely,
Hassan Shire

---

Established in 2005, DefendDefenders (East and Horn of Africa Human Rights Defenders Project) seeks to strengthen the work of HRDs throughout the sub-region, by enhancing the safety and capacity of human rights defenders in the region for greater resilience and effective fulfilment of their mandates. DefendDefenders focuses its work on Burundi, Djibouti, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, Somalia (with Somaliland), South Sudan, Sudan, Tanzania, and Uganda.

DefendDefenders is the secretariat of the East and Horn of Africa Human Rights Defenders Network, which represents thousands of members consisting of individual HRDs, human rights organisations, and national coalitions that envision a sub-region in which the human rights of every citizen as stipulated in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights are respected and upheld.

DefendDefenders is the secretariat of AfricanDefenders (the Pan-African Human Rights Defenders Network). AfricanDefenders is an umbrella network of five African sub-regional networks dedicated to the promotion and protection of human rights defenders across the continent. Those are: the North Africa Human Rights Defenders Network (hosted by the Cairo Institute for Human Rights Studies in Tunis, Tunisia), the West African Human Rights Defenders Network (Lomé, Togo), the Southern Africa Human Rights Defenders Network (hosted by the International Commission of Jurists in Johannesburg, South Africa), the Central Africa Human Rights Defenders Network (Douala, Cameroon), and the East and Horn of Africa Human Rights Defenders Network (EHAHRD-Net) (hosted by DefendDefenders in Kampala, Uganda).

AfricanDefenders leads the continental Ubuntu Hub Cities initiative, a city-based relocation programme of HRDs at risk across Africa through its motto: “Safe but not Silent.” Ensuring the physical and mental well-being of HRDs during their relocation period, while enabling them to continue their work.
The Sudanese Revolution began with spontaneous street protests that started in Damazin, Blue Nile state, mid-December 2018, and spread to Atbara, where hundreds of people set fire to the local headquarters of the ruling party, and other Sudanese cities. It has since resulted in political and institutional changes that many would not have imagined a few years ago. These changes are now threatened by the 25 October 2021 military takeover. The protests, which spread quickly throughout the country, began as a way to express discontent about the tripling of the price of bread, due to the removal of state subsidies, earlier in January and February 2018. However, the focus quickly shifted to broader concerns and grievances that plagued Sudan for much of President Omar al-Bashir’s 30-year dictatorship. During months of massive demonstrations, protesters called for the removal of al-Bashir, an overhaul of his corrupt government, and real change in Sudan. One of the most chanted slogans during the Revolution was:

"Freedom, peace, justice ... the Revolution is the choice of the people."

This was a rallying cry that encouraged various groups from different backgrounds to participate. The protests were diverse, drawing out people from all ages, and many were led by women. Other marginalised groups, such as ethnic minorities, joined demonstrations and were an integral part of the popular movement. The display of unity was recognised and applauded nationally and internationally. Once al-Bashir was ousted on 11 April 2019, there was concern over whether the momentum of the Revolution would continue and bring systemic change. In a power-sharing agreement, Sudan’s leaders formed a transitional Sovereign Council (or Sovereignty Council, SC), composed of civilian and military representatives, on 20 August 2019, and appointed a Prime Minister and cabinet shortly thereafter. While the formation of transitional institutions signalled a significant milestone in the Revolution, it showed gender imbalance, with only two women in the 11-member SC and only four women in the 18-member cabinet. This imbalance cast doubts over the inclusiveness of a government that was brought to power by the Revolution but did not fully reflect its diversity. Since then, scepticism has been high in Sudan within civil society and especially among WHRDs, among other factors because they feel that they have been left out of key decision-making spaces and have not been consulted on changes specific to their work.


14 By December, the prices of all goods had gone up and scarcity was increasing. Shortage of fuel and bread were noticed all over Sudan, especially outside the capital Khartoum.


Meanwhile, the economy has been crippled under political and economic uncertainty, with inflation reaching over 400% as of June 2021. In addition, Sudan has been badly affected by the COVID-19 pandemic and by deadly flash floods, leading the government to declare a state of emergency in September 2020. Despite the peace deal signed on 3 October 2020 in Juba, South Sudan by the Transitional Government and armed groups, ethnic and inter-communal tensions continue to fuel conflict in parts of the country. It has even spread to the relatively stable eastern Sudan, and incidents have been recorded in central Sudan. Despite legal and institutional reforms, the legacy of the al-Bashir dictatorship remained visible in many spheres of life.

The 25 October 2021 military takeover threatens to bring back some of the practices, in particular repression tactics, used under the al-Bashir dictatorship. It is unsurprising that the tensions culminated in a military coup on 25 October 2021, when military forces arrested government ministers and other civilian leaders. The Prime Minister, Abdalla Hamdok, was taken to an undisclosed location and later placed under house arrest. The arrests came amid rising tensions between the military and the Forces for Freedom and Change (FFC). A representative of the civilian bloc, appointed by the FFC, was scheduled to take over the rotating presidency of the SC in November 2021, as per the 2019 power-sharing agreement (see below).

Many HRDs and WHRDs feel that the journey to lasting change has just begun and are aware of the long road ahead but continue to fight and work for their country. This research highlights the determination and resilience that they have displayed prior and throughout the Revolution.

Based on a total of 39 interviews with Sudanese HRDs and WHRDs living in Sudan and the diaspora, this report explores the experience and effects of the Revolution on frontline workers. It illustrates their gains and explains the challenges they continue to face as diverse groups of people. It also presents the needs of the wider HRD community working for change in Sudan. We chose to focus much of the report on the experiences of WHRDs because of their significant role in the Revolution and the gender inequalities that have characterised the transitional period in the aftermath of the ousting of al-Bashir and signing of a power-sharing agreement in 2019.

---

This report is based on extensive field and desk research conducted that combined normative approaches and empirical research. The methodology for empirical research relied on qualitative research methods to collect data on trends and issues affecting HRDs and WHRDs, as well as their needs. Between July 2020 and June 2021, 39 interviews were conducted with HRDs and WHRDs living in eight states in Sudan and one diaspora country. The interviews were conducted in Arabic and English by DefendDefenders staff based in Kampala and Khartoum. Through existing networks, researchers identified 39 interviewees, including 25 female, 13 male, and one non-binary individual, who were interviewed in a semi-structured style, for the collection of qualitative data to delve deeper into the issues pertaining to the research. The sampling method led to the identification of HRDs and WHRDs who are working on issues concerning human rights, women’s rights, and civic space in Sudan. However, they do not represent the full population of HRDs and WHRDs in Sudan or the Sudanese diaspora.

Throughout this report, “HRD” will be used more generally to include all defenders. The term “WHRD” will be used to refer to female identifying individuals or those working on issues of women’s rights and gender, irrespective of their own gender identity. Those who are gender non-binary, and therefore do not identify within traditional categories of male or female, will be considered alongside WHRDs, due to the similarity of difficulties that they face, as a sexual orientation and gender identity (SOGI) minority.

Legal sources were interpreted in a textual manner. The report also makes use of secondary source materials, such as human rights treaty mechanism recommendations and policy documents. Additionally, relevant legal and sociological work, including books, journals, reports, and articles are used to describe the situation, analyse concepts, and illustrate arguments. The names and identifying markers of all interviewees and sources have been deliberately omitted to ensure confidentiality, discretion, and protection from the risk of reprisals. We would like to extend our heartfelt gratitude to all the individuals who shared their experiences and insights for the compilation of this report.

Limitations
There were several key limitations to the research due to the COVID-19 pandemic, which was ongoing throughout the data collection and writing period of this report. In response to the virus outbreak in Uganda, the government closed the only commercial airport in the country from March-October 2020.

---

18 See Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (adopted 23 May 1969), 1155 UNTS 331. Article 31(1) a treaty shall be interpreted in good faith in accordance with the ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty in their context and in the light of its object and purpose; 31(2), the context shall include: (a) any agreement relating to the treaty which was made between all the parties in connection with the conclusion of the treaty; (b) any instrument which was made by one or more parties in connection with the conclusion of the treaty and accepted by the other parties as an instrument related to the treaty; Article 32 Recourse may be had to supplementary means of interpretation, including the preparatory work of the treaty and the circumstances of its conclusion, in order to confirm the meaning resulting from the application of Article 31, or to determine the meaning when the interpretation according to Article 31: (a) leaves the meaning ambiguous or obscure; or (b) leads to a result which is manifestly absurd or unreasonable.
This made travel to Sudan impossible for staff based in Uganda during this time, except for repatriation flights arranged by the Sudanese government. In addition, Sudan experienced airport closures, a lockdown, and restrictions on travel to and within the country. This meant that those working on data collection within Sudan also faced restrictions in their movement.

Insecurity hindered the geographical scope of the research. It includes armed conflict and inter-communal violence, protests in urban areas, and extreme flooding. Thus, data collection was not possible in every state in the country but instead focused on areas that could be reached without jeopardising DefendDefenders staff.

Several interviews were conducted remotely, on a voice or video call, rather than in-person as originally planned. Measures were observed to ensure that secure lines and software were used, specifically those with end-to-end encryption, so that respondents could feel as comfortable as possible despite the difficult circumstances. Due to physical distancing measures and restrictions on group meetings all interviews were one-on-one.

Finally, all respondents were informed about the objectives of the research and use of the information gathered. None received any form of financial retribution.

**Note regarding language issues**
This report is based on interviews conducted in Arabic and English. Translation of transcripts was conducted by native Arabic speakers. Due to the sometimes-technical nature of the responses, some of these were edited for grammar and clarity. However, attention was paid to keeping the original meaning and substance of the respondents’ answers, in their context and according to the ordinary meaning to be given to the terms they used.

**Scope of the report**
The study captured data from eight states: Blue Nile, North Darfur, Central Darfur, Khartoum, Red Sea, North Kordofan, West Kordofan, and South Kordofan. Most interviewed HRDs and WHRDs were living in the capital, Khartoum, and the neighbouring city of Omdurman. The research also engaged HRDs and WHRDs living in exile, in Uganda, which hosts a large Sudanese diaspora.

Lastly, as flagged above, as a final draft for this report was being finalised, the Sudanese military led a coup against the sitting Transitional Government, which led to a fundamental change of circumstances in the environment for HRDs and civil society. Relevant sections were amended to reflect these political and institutional developments.
From “bread protests” to al-Bashir’s ouster

On 13 December 2018, people in Damazin and across Sudan began to protest the rising costs of living. The first demonstrations were sparked by a government decision, earlier in 2018, to lift a subsidy on bread, which resulted in a tripling of its nominal price, from one to three Sudanese pounds. At the time, some dismissed the demonstrations as “bread protests” but it quickly became apparent that they signaled a growing anger in the country, spurred on by the severe economic crisis and political repression.

The largely peaceful protests were met with a violent state response, with authorities using tear gas, rubber bullets, and live ammunition to disperse protesters. Within a month, hundreds of protesters had been arrested and at least 24 were killed. In the preceding months, the economic situation in Sudan had drastically worsened, with the Sudanese pound falling 85% against the US dollar, and inflation rising to nearly 70%.

The economy was one of the most serious tests for President Omar al-Bashir in his 30 years of leadership. Al-Bashir had ruled Sudan since 1989, after taking power in a coup that ousted the democratically elected government of Prime Minister al-Sadiq al-Mahdi. Following the December 2018 protests, demonstrations continued for months. On 11 April 2019, Sudanese military announced the removal of al-Bashir from office, dissolved the cabinet and the Parliament, and announced a three-month state of emergency, followed by a two-year transition period. Protests continued after this, however, as civilians called for a swift transition to civilian rule. Protests and sit-ins were violently suppressed, including in Khartoum on 3 June 2019 (see below).

In August 2019, the military and civilian authorities reached a power-sharing agreement installing the SC and a Transitional Government. During the period that led up to al-Bashir’s ouster, government security forces cracked down on protests and limited civic freedoms, including of peaceful assembly, expression, and association. In January 2019, shortly after the protests began, government authorities conducted mass arrests in connection with the demonstrations, including of journalists, opposition leaders, and representatives of civil society. Government security forces repeatedly used heavy-handed, excessive, and lethal force to quash the protests. Their crackdown on protesters included clear violations of national and international law, such as targeting hospitals and medical workers. On 9 January 2019, security forces attacked Omdurman Hospital, which they believed was treating protesters, by firing live bullets and tear gas inside the hospital’s premises.

---


On 13 January, another two hospitals were attacked with tear gas and doctors were arrested. Before the protests began, civil society in Sudan had endured decades of repression and restrictions. The National Intelligence and Security Service (NISS: since July 2019 General Intelligence Service) was the government agency most responsible for targeting opposition and independent voices. Its officers were implicated in multiple human rights violations, with total impunity. The instruments from which it derived its authority, the National Security Acts of 1999 and 2010, granted it wide-ranging powers of arrest and detention and gave its agents immunity from criminal prosecution.

In a 2010 review of NISS, Amnesty International reported that violations such as arbitrary detention and torture, including of children, systematic harassment of dissidents and their family members, unfair trials, and impunity for violations, were mainstays of the work of the NISS. Prior to 2018, there had been multiple instances of government security forces, including NISS agents, targeting protesters and using live ammunition and other weapons to disperse crowds. When protests started in December 2018, authorities restricted reporting on the demonstrations and violations committed in relation to these demonstrations. Security forces targeted journalists and media workers. In mid-January 2019, less than one month after protests began, press freedom watchdog organisations reported more than 90 press freedom violations, including 62 arrests and 21 seizures of newspaper. At the time, Sudan ranked 174th out of 180 countries in the World Press Freedom Index. The Sudanese government also sought to repress protests in other ways. On 24 February 2019, a presidential decree was issued banning unauthorised demonstrations. The same day, universities in Khartoum and Omdurman were raided by security forces who beat students in retaliation for their involvement in peaceful protests.

During mass demonstrations outside the military headquarters in Khartoum between 6-11 April 2019, security forces attacked demonstrators. There were reports of military personnel sheltering protesters in the headquarters, indicating sympathies with protesters. On 11 April 2019, al-Bashir was removed as President of Sudan and placed under house arrest, before being transferred to prison on 17 April.
Shortly after, talks commenced between civilian and protest movement leaders and the military, namely between the head of a newly formed TMC, Abdel Fattah al-Burhan, and the representative body of the civilian opposition and protest movement, the FFC. The FFC is the coalition that brings together the SPA, civic groups, and political parties that are signatories to the Declaration on Freedom and Change of January 2019.

Demands for civilian rule

During April and May 2019, other key developments paved the way for the transitional period. On 14 April, authorities announced that a civilian Prime Minister would be appointed and that government ministries would be run by civilians, except for the Ministries of defense and Interior. On 18 April, the largest protests since al-Bashir was removed called for the TMC to hand over power to civilians. Despite statements from TMC leaders promising civilian rule, tensions continued to rise between the de facto military leaders and civilian protesters.

On 30 May, Al Jazeera reported that Sudanese authorities had revoked its right to broadcast, implying a worrying step backwards in allowing international coverage of the Revolution. The news triggered further protests amid concerns that the TMC were acting to silence critics.

On 3 June 2019, a sit-in protest outside the military headquarters in Khartoum was violently dispersed by Sudan’s security forces, including the Rapid Support Forces (RSF), a militia composed of former “Janjaweed” fighters and mercenaries, the NISS, and other armed elements. The forces attacked the sit-in in the middle of the night, while many were asleep or sheltering from rain. They used live ammunition and killed at least 120 people, reportedly raped at least 70, and injured hundreds more, in what has since become known as the Khartoum Massacre. The horrific event was followed by days of further arrests and detentions of activists.

On 6 June 2019, the African Union (AU) suspended Sudan from the body’s activities until a civilian-led transitional authority was established.

---


Protests were limited in the aftermath of the massacre due to heavy militarisation of the capital, targeted and random shooting, and an internet shutdown that made it difficult for protesters to connect and mobilise. Significant protests resumed around late June. They continued, to some extent, in July and August.

**Power-sharing**

On 5 July 2019, under intense international pressure (and following an African Union-supported mediation by Ethiopian Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed), TMC and FFC representatives agreed to a power-sharing deal, which envisaged a 39-month transition period led by a SC and a presidency that would rotate between TMC and FFC. This period would be followed by elections. The deal also addressed the Khartoum Massacre by calling for an investigation into it, and other instances of violence. In addition, it provided for a six-month timeframe to try and reach a peace agreement with all armed rebel groups in the country, including Blue Nile, Darfur, and South Kordofan.

Despite these positive political developments, on the ground, human rights violations continued during July. On 29 July, security forces shot dead at least six protesters, including four school children, when breaking up student protests in the city of El-Obeid.

On 4 August 2019, TMC and FFC representatives signed a Draft Constitutional Document (also known as Constitutional Declaration, or Constitutional Charter), establishing a Sovereign Council composed of five civilian members, five military members, and an additional member acceptable to both sides, to lead Sudan for a 39-month transition period, before general elections. On 20 August 2019, the TMC was dissolved, and the SC appointed, shortly followed by the appointment of a Civilian-Led Transitional Government in September, with Abdalla Hamdok as Prime Minister. The SC and cabinet formed the new, transitional executive branch. The African Union (AU) lifted the three-month ban on Sudan on 7 September 2019. The Constitutional Document stipulated the division of power between the TMC and the FFC. Chapter 3, Article 9(1) stated that the bodies of the government consist of:

1. The Sovereign Council, which is [collectively] the head of state and symbol of its sovereignty and unity;
2. The Cabinet, which is the supreme, executive authority of the state;
3. The Legislative Council, which is the authority responsible for legislation and oversight over the executive's performance.

---


Chapter 4, Article 12 described the competencies and powers of the SC, which included powers to confirm appointments within the executive, legislative, and judicial branches of government. The SC was to validate and endorse laws passed by the Transitional Legislative Council and had the ability, in some cases, to return the law for further deliberation. ⁴²

**Transitional arrangements**

The Transitional Government was led by the Prime Minister and (initially) no more than 20 ministers, who were chosen from a list of candidates drawn up by the FFC. Chapter 5, Article 16 detailed the competencies and powers of the cabinet, which included the right to expedite draft laws, management of the civil service, the ability to form independent national commissions, and supervision of law enforcement. The Transitional Legislative Council was to be an independent legislative authority, which could include upwards of 300 members. Chapter 7, Article 24(2) stated that the authority should include at least 40% women, and Article 24(3) states that 67% of members should be selected by FFC and 33% selected by forces who did not sign the Freedom and Change Declaration.

The Transitional Legislative Council was to have the power to inter alia enact laws and legislation; oversee the cabinet as an accountability mechanism; and ratify bilateral, regional, and international agreements and treaties.

At the time of writing, and as of 25 October 2021, the Legislative Council had not yet been formed. In its absence, the Ministry of Justice had been responsible for drafting new laws and legal reforms, which were shared with the Prime Minister for input. The final drafts of laws were discussed in meetings with the cabinet and SC ("Joint Council"),⁴³ to approve and endorse.

**Peace talks**

After its appointment, the Transitional Government prioritised peace by engaging in talks with rebel groups. On 3 October 2020, the government and representatives of several armed groups signed the Juba Agreement for Peace in Sudan (Juba Peace Agreement).

---

⁴² Constitutional Document, Chapter 4, Article 11(l).


The Agreement extended the transition period and made several changes to institutional arrangements, having been granted supremacy over the Constitutional Document in Article 24.\textsuperscript{45} Article 4 provides that “parties of the peace process signatory to this agreement would be represented on the current transitional Sovereign Council by three (3) members.” Article 5 stipulates that 25% of the Council of Ministers will be people representing the parties signatory to the agreement. Additionally, Article 6 provides that 25% of members of the Transitional Legislative Council will be reserved for members of rebel factions. On 5 February 2021, when three members from the rebel groups were added to the SC, bringing the membership to 14 (five military, six civilian (including one chosen jointly with the military), and three from rebel groups).

**Advancements and ongoing challenges**

Despite human rights advancements and political changes, authorities continued to use violent dispersal tactics in some cases.\textsuperscript{46} One clear improvement was press and media freedom. While Sudan dropped to the 175th place in Reporters Without Borders’ 2019 World Press Freedom Index, because of the Khartoum massacre, internet shutdowns, and the revoking of Al Jazeera’s license, by 2020, Sudan ranked 159th. However, a partial internet shutdown was reported in the aftermath of the 25 October 2021 military coup. Service providers reported significant disruptions to both fixed-line and mobile internet connections across Sudan.\textsuperscript{47} During the drafting of this report, attacks from armed groups continued in Darfur, South Kordofan, and other conflict-affected areas. Inter-communal violence increased in the eastern region. Across Darfur, at least 1.5 million people remain displaced. Across Sudan, two million people remain internally displaced persons (IDPs).\textsuperscript{48}

In early 2021, the SPA warned of increasing insecurity in North Darfur, and civilians were killed in clashes between armed men and RSF forces in May.\textsuperscript{49} Serious fighting also occurred near Thabit, south of Tawila, between Arab militia and Zaghawa communities over land. In South Kordofan, there were five days of continuing inter-communal clashes in April 2021. Dozens of civilians were killed.\textsuperscript{50}

\textsuperscript{45} Sudan, Sudan Peace Agreement, signed in Juba on 3 October 2020, https://constitutionnet.org/vl/item/sudan-peace-agreement (accessed 7 June 2021). Article 24(1): The Parties agree on including the signed peace agreements in the Constitutional Document and in the event of a conflict, the Constitutional Document shall be amended to remedy such conflict.


Conflict and war in Sudan: an overview

Since Sudan gained independence in 1956, there has been an intermittent civil war. The First Sudanese Civil War took place from 1955 to 1972. The Second Sudanese Civil War was largely a continuation of the first, taking place from 1983 to 2005 – making it one of the longest internal conflicts on record. Both conflicts centred around demands for representation and more regional autonomy from the southern region of Sudan. They were also characterised by numerous human rights violations, crimes against humanity, war crimes, mass displacement, and one of the highest civilian death tolls of any war. After al-Bashir took power in 1989, repression against the southern region intensified, as the central government in Khartoum sought to Arabise and Islamise the largely non-Arab, non-Muslim south.

In 1983, the southern rebel Sudan People’s Liberation Movement/Army (SPLM/A) was formed with the aim of establishing an autonomous southern Sudan. Throughout the late 1980s the SPLM/A were in control of large areas of Equatoria, Bahr al Ghazal, and Upper Nile provinces, and operated in southern parts of Darfur, Kordofan, and Blue Nile. In the western region of Darfur, in northern Sudan, other rebel movements emerged in the early 2000s. These included the Sudan Liberation Movement/Army (SLM/A) and the Justice and Equality Movement (JEM).

In response, the central government in Khartoum armed Arab communities to form the so-called “Janjaweed” militias. Years of intense conflict followed and in 2009 the International Criminal Court (ICC) had indicted al-Bashir and other officials for several counts of crimes against humanity and genocide. On 9 January 2005, the Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA) was signed, ushering in a six-year transitional period ending in a southern referendum on self-rule. The referendum took place in January 2011 and demonstrated an overwhelming support for independence.

Inter-communal clashes were also reported in West Darfur, where three days of violence in early April 2021 saw at least 50 people killed and over 100 injured. Throughout Darfur, the Sudan Liberation Army (-Abdul Wahid faction) continued to actively recruit and train rebel fighters.

---


The south seceded and became the independent Republic of South Sudan on 9 July 2011. States bordering it to the north, including the disputed territory of Abyei and the so-called “two areas” of South Kordofan and Blue Nile, where SPLM/A had recruited from local populations, remained part of Sudan. In these two states, shortly after South Sudan’s independence, conflict flared up between the government of Sudan and the local rebel movement, renamed SPLM/A-North. Similarly, in Darfur, armed conflict, attacks on civilians, and periods of low-level unrest continued from 2005 until the time of writing.

Sudan’s post-Bashir transitional period has been marked by uncertainty. The political changes brought by peace deals, shifting alliances, the lack of centralised decision-making structures, the COVID-19 pandemic, and natural disasters, made it challenging to predict what the situation would look like from month to month. The 25 October 2021 military takeover materialised the fears and risks observers had identified.

This research aims to illustrate the situation for HRDs, with a focus on WHRDs, and how the Revolution has shaped them and their work. The research forms a snapshot of the current situation.

Against this background, the key findings of the research are presented below. We begin with an overview of the applicable legal framework.

---


International and regional framework

Definitions
An HRD is anyone who individually, or in association with others, promotes or strives for the protection and realisation of human rights and fundamental freedoms at the national, regional, or international levels, using peaceful means. WHRDs are defined as women who defend human rights, or an individual of any gender, who specifically defends the rights of women, or gender issues more generally. This broad definition allows for the inclusion of not only persons who identify as women, but individuals of all gender identities and expressions who support and defend women’s and girls’ rights and sexual and gender minorities.

Civic space is the environment that enables civil society and citizens to operate freely and exercise their human rights and fundamental freedoms. The work of HRDs is directly affected by the three main civic space rights: freedom of association, freedom of peaceful assembly, and freedom of opinion and expression. Other rights can be included in the expression “civic space”: the right to privacy, the right to freedom of thought, conscience, religion or belief, the right to participation in public affairs, and the cross-cutting right to freedom from discrimination.

Rights and freedoms
Freedom of association encompasses the right to join or leave a group, and for that group to take collective action, for example a union or activist organisation. It is enshrined in Articles 20 and 23(4) of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR); Article 22 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR); Article 8 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR); and Article 10 of the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights (the Banjul Charter). Sudan is a party to these instruments. Freedom of peaceful assembly is the right to come together to collectively express, promote, pursue, and defend ideas, for example through protest, in a peaceful manner. It is enshrined in Article 20 of the UDHR; Article 21 of the ICCPR; and Article 11 of the Banjul Charter.

Lastly, freedom of opinion and expression ensures that an individual can hold opinions without interference, have access to, and seek, receive, and impart ideas and opinions without fear of retaliation, censorship, or legal sanction. It includes any kind of imparting, receiving, or seeking information, using any medium. It is enshrined in Article 19 of the UDHR; Article 19 of the ICCPR; Article 9 of the Banjul Charter; and Article 27 of the African Charter on Democracy, Elections and Governance.

**International and regional protection for HRDs and WHRDs**

Although civic space rights are guaranteed by law, HRDs including WHRDs often work in difficult conditions and can face physical, verbal, and online threats because of their work. These threats can be exacerbated depending on the country or region they are working in and the thematic issues they are focused on. In recognition of the specific challenges and sometimes deadly threats that come with the work of HRDs, the UN Declaration on Human Rights Defenders contains principles and provisions that are based on universally accepted, and binding, human rights standards. The Declaration provides protections to defenders, lists the duties of states, and emphasises the responsibility of society and communities more generally. On the African continent, the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights (ACHPR) has so far adopted four resolutions specific to HRDs – two concerning the role and mandate of a Special Rapporteur on human rights defenders in Africa, and two concerning protection and recognition of HRDs.

In 1999, the ACHPR established the mandate of the Special Rapporteur on the rights of women in Africa to serve as a focal point for the protection and promotion of women’s rights in Africa. UN special procedures (independent experts appointed by the HRC to report on thematic issues or countries) include a Special Rapporteur on violence against women, its causes and consequences and a Working Group on discrimination against women and girls. While the Declaration and ACHPR resolutions mark important milestones for defenders and civil society, these documents do not specifically mention WHRDs. Hence, they do not recognise the specific issues that women and persons engaged in SOGI work can face. Although the UN Declaration does not refer specifically to WHRDs, the Commentary to the UN Declaration, published in 2011, acknowledges from the outset that WHRDs are at greater risk of certain forms of violence and other violations, than male HRDs.

---
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In addition, the 2016 ACHPR Resolution 336 on Measures to Protect and Promote the Work of Women Human Rights Defenders, calls for states to protect the rights of WHRDs and to ensure that they are not discriminated against. However, not legally binding, the Declaration, Commentary, and ACHPR resolutions are the most specific international human rights documents relating to HRDs and WHRDs. The Report of the Study on the Situation of Women Human Rights Defenders in Africa, by the ACHPR, is also an important milestone for WHRDs in Africa. The report, while not legally binding, presents persuasive findings of a study undertaken by the ACHPR to assess the extent and degree of difficulties faced by WHRDs. The report highlights that WHRDs face institutionalised discrimination, including inequality and structural violence, as well as many other threats and attacks from state and non-state actors.

Most international human rights instruments do not contain a gender dimension in relation to civic space rights, nor do they provide special considerations for women. However, in 1979, the UN General Assembly adopted the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW). In the decades that followed, continental and regional bodies drafted instruments, or specific articles, dedicated to guaranteeing comprehensive rights for women. Article 18(3) of the Banjul Charter requires states to “ensure the elimination of every discrimination against women and also ensure the protection of the rights of women and the child as stipulated in international declarations and conventions.” In 2005, the Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of Women in Africa (the Maputo Protocol) came into effect.

Both the CEDAW Convention and the Maputo Protocol contain provisions that are particularly relevant for WHRDs, as women and as HRDs. The instruments oblige states to guarantee women basic human rights, fundamental freedoms, and elimination of prejudice – thus working towards the full inclusion of women in public life. Despite the relative acceptance of both documents (the CEDAW has been ratified by 189 states, the Maputo Protocol by 42 out of 55), Sudan is not yet fully a party to either, although as of writing it has signed both. Sudan has signed, but not yet ratified, the Maputo Protocol. On 28 April 2021, Sudan’s cabinet approved the ratification of the CEDAW, after years of advocacy by women’s and rights groups in Sudan. However, the cabinet also made reservations to Articles 2, 16 and 29(1).
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Article 2 obliges states to “condemn discrimination against women in all its forms” and to “embody the principle of the equality of men and women in their national constitutions or other appropriate legislation.” Article 16 ensures that states “take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against women in all matters relating to marriage and family relations.” Finally, Article 29(1) provides for arbitration in any dispute between state parties concerning the convention. Following the announcement, several WHRDs and women’s groups criticised the decision and questioned whether the ratification of the CEDAW, particularly with such concerning reservations, would have any real effect on the ground.

Other international protections
In February 2021, Sudan’s Transitional Government formally ratified the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT) and the Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance.

Considering that Sudan has consistently ranked among the lowest in the world in terms of gender equality and has a long history of torture and disappearance of dissidents, mere ratification of the conventions will not be enough. To make the treaties take effect in the domestic legal order, the government will need to reform existing laws and policies and take steps to ensure practices change at every level and throughout the country. Holding all perpetrators criminally accountable, irrespective of their rank or social status, will also be key to long-lasting change.

Sudan’s positive international engagement
In addition to these domestic changes, the dissolved Transitional Government’s increased engagement with the international community and human rights mechanisms was a step in the right direction.

Sudan’s third Universal Periodic Review (UPR) was scheduled to take place during the 39th session of the UPR Working Group, on 3 November 2021, to provide an opportunity for the state to fully resume its good-faith engagement with the HRC and foster stronger acceptance of human rights, as well as make pledges and commitments that will lead to domestic changes. However, due to the events of 25 October 2021, the review was postponed to a later session.

DefendDefenders previously conducted research on engagement patterns at the HRC for countries in the East and Horn of Africa, specifically looking at pledges and commitments, voting records and overall voting patterns on resolutions and amendments related to women and girls. The research found that Sudan has never co-sponsored any resolutions or amendments on violence against women and girls, discrimination against women and girls, nor three out of five components of harmful practices, health, and girls’ education. They co-sponsored only one resolution/amendment on child, early and forced marriage and three on female genital mutilation (FGM). Conversely, Sudan sponsored conservative initiatives on “protection of the family” and “defamation of religions.” More positively, it was found that while historically Sudan had not engaged with civil society at the HRC, there had been a shift since the Revolution towards increased contact.

Dr. Nasredeen Abdulbari, who participated in DefendDefenders’ advocacy activities at the UN, including during the 41st session of the HRC, in July 2019, was in September 2019 appointed Minister of Justice, as part of the Civilian-Led Transitional Government. The same month, for the Council’s 42nd session, he visited Geneva again, that time as head of the Sudanese delegation. He later held talks with, and received, a number of human rights defenders and organisations in his office in Khartoum. This contributed to the enhancement of confidence and cooperation between the Sudanese government and civil society. It was hoped that this renewed cooperation with HRDs, and civil society would be fully capitalised on at the 39th UPR session and during regular sessions of the HRC, as civil society members advocated for the continuation of Sudan-related resolutions at the HRC, to ensure continued scrutiny and technical cooperation.

National framework
Although international and continental human rights mechanisms and protection frameworks apply to HRDs and WHRDs in Sudan, there is a significant gap between the law and implementation and policy on the ground. This is due in part to the three decades of al-Bashir’s authoritarian rule, when human rights and civic space were systematically suppressed and HRDs targeted.

---
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The al-Bashir legacy
In 1998, a new Constitution, drafted following al-Bashir’s illegal power grab, entered into force.\textsuperscript{85} The 1998 Constitution confirmed Sharia as the main basis of Sudanese law and created a federal system, splitting the country into 25 states.\textsuperscript{86} There was a “grudging acceptance” of international human rights (for example the right to freedom of association was recognised for trade unions)\textsuperscript{87} but overall, the Constitution marked a downturn for rights in Sudan. During this time, any rights provided for in the Constitution were systematically undermined by restrictive policies and practices, by governmental and security agencies like the NISS.

The Humanitarian Aid Commission

Even before al-Bashir’s regime, the Humanitarian Aid Commission (HAC) managed and organised all humanitarian work in Sudan, alongside the Ministry of Humanitarian Affairs. HAC was established in 1985, and its powers were significantly strengthened with the 2006 Voluntary and Humanitarian Work (Organization) Act. For many years, HAC officials would routinely threaten and harass HRDs, non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and civil society actors. The former Minister of State for Humanitarian Affairs, Ahmed Mohammed Haroun, who served from 2006 to 2009, is wanted by the ICC on 42 counts of crimes against humanity and war crimes. Haroun was arrested in April 2019, during the Revolution, and is detained in Sudan, but has not yet faced trial.


In 2005, an Interim National Constitution\(^8\) was adopted by the National Assembly and the SPLM/A, following the second Sudanese civil war. The Interim Constitution was based on the 1998 Constitution and the 2005 CPA. It remained in place until officially suspended following the ouster of al-Bashir in April 2019. In southern Sudan, a semi-autonomous region under the peace deal, adopted its own, more detailed, Constitution, which was in place until the country’s independence in 2011.

### 2019 changes

In August 2019, the representatives of the main negotiating groups, the civilian FFC and military TMC, signed a Constitutional Document.\(^9\) Its 16 Chapters and 70 Articles define the procedures for the transition period and include a “Rights and Freedoms Charter” with human rights provisions, including the core civic space freedoms of expression and of the press in Article 56, and of assembly and association in Article 57. In addition, it affirms gender equality. It affirms “the role of women and their active participation in carrying out the Revolution” and obliges state agencies to “guarantee and promote women’s rights in Sudan” and “combat all forms of discrimination against women.”\(^10\)

Article 48 lists several commitments and obligations concerning women’s rights, including “to protect women’s rights as set forth in international and regional agreements ratified by Sudan.”\(^91\) Article 67(c) commits Sudan to applying UN Security Council Resolution 1325 and the relevant AU resolutions regarding participation of women in peace processes; and (d) confirms that the state will conduct legal reform to guarantee women’s rights. Several Articles of the Constitutional Document were suspended following the 25 October 2021 coup.

### Public Order laws

The Public Order regime was a set of morality codes within Sudanese law. The Criminal Act 1991, the Organisation of Prisons and Treatment of Prisoners Act 1992, and the Khartoum Public Order Act 1998 all contained such provisions. These provisions, often vaguely defined and applied with wide discretion, contradicted both the Sudanese Constitution and international human rights law. They were often used to target women and activists, including WHRDs.\(^92\) The laws were drafted in such a way that they could be applied with a large amount of discretion by police and courts.

---


\(^91\) Draft Constitutional Document, Chapter 2, Article [7](7).

\(^90\) Draft Constitutional Document, Chapter 14, Article 48: Women’s rights “(a.) The state shall protect women’s rights as set forth in international and regional agreements ratified by Sudan; (b.) The state shall guarantee to both men and women the equal right to enjoy all civil, political, social, cultural, and economic rights, including the right to equal pay for equal work, and other professional benefits; (c.) The state shall guarantee women’s rights in all fields through positive discrimination; (d.) The state shall work to combat harmful customs and traditions that reduce the dignity and status of women; (e.) The state shall provide free healthcare for motherhood, childhood and pregnant women.”

Improvements from 2019 to 2021
After committing to carry out legal reforms to improve women’s rights, the Transitional Government spearheaded positive changes. On 13 July 2020, the SC and cabinet approved reforms to the Criminal Law Act, the Criminal Procedure Act, and the National Security Act. These changes abolished the Public Order laws, allowed for consumption of alcohol by non-Muslims, and removed a mandatory death penalty sentence for apostasy. In addition, the amendments criminalized FGM with a punishment of three years in prison and a fine.

However, the amendments did not go far enough to ensure gender equality under the law. The offence of sodomy was retained in Article 148(2) of the Criminal Law Act, with the maximum sentence being reduced from death to seven years in prison. The changes also banned the use of torture and forced confessions, seeking to rid of remnants of the al-Bashir regime.

In February 2021, the Transitional Government concluded a Memorandum of Understanding with the ICC, signaling a renewed willingness to engage with the court after years of hostility.


The Darfur Situation at the ICC

Although Sudan is not a party to the Rome Statute, the situation in Darfur was referred to the ICC by the UN Security Council (Resolution 1593 (2005)) in 2005, resulting in the ICC’s Prosecutor opening an investigation. Since then, the Court opened six cases. One was closed in 2010. One of the suspects, Ali Koshayb, surrendered himself to the ICC in 2020. Three others are in Sudanese detention as of writing. Non-cooperation from Sudan hindered the investigation for years. Following the ouster of al-Bashir, the relationship between the ICC and the now dissolved Transitional Government has moved in a positive direction. In October 2020 and June 2021, the ICC Prosecutor, Fatou Bensouda, travelled to Sudan and met with the Prime Minister, other ministers, and members of the SC. The ICC continues to advocate with Sudan to hand over the three suspects it has in custody.

The five cases open at the time of writing are:

- Former President, Omar al-Bashir: charged with five counts of crimes against humanity, two counts of war crimes, three counts of genocide, allegedly committed between 2003 and 2008 in Darfur. The case remains in the pre-trial stage while al-Bashir is held in custody and tried in Sudan.
- Former Minister of State for the Interior, Ahmad Muhammad Harun: charged with 20 counts of crimes against humanity, 22 counts of war crimes, allegedly committed between 2003 and 2004 in Darfur. The case remains in the pre-trial stage while Haroun is held in custody in Sudan.
- Former Minister of National Defence, Abdel Raheem Muhammad Hussein: charged with seven counts of crimes against humanity, six counts of war crimes, allegedly committed between 2003 and 2004 in Darfur. The case remains in the pre-trial stage while Hussein is held in custody in Sudan.
- Alleged former militia/Janjaweed leader, Ali Muhammad Ali Abd-Al-Rahman “Ali Kushayb”: charged with 31 counts of war crimes and crimes against humanity, allegedly committed in Darfur. Abd-Al-Rahman was transferred to ICC custody on 9 June 2020, after voluntarily surrendering himself. Oral submissions from the Prosecutor were heard from 24 – 26 May, and the case is now awaiting the Pre-Trial Chamber’s decision whether to confirm the charges or not.

Former Commander-in-Chief of JEM rebel group, Abdallah Banda Abakaer Nourain: three counts of war crimes, allegedly committed in September 2007 in Darfur. Nourain’s case was submitted to trial in March 2011, following his involuntary appearance at the court. However, the trial is postponed indefinitely awaiting his arrest – at the time of writing he remains at large.

Lubna Hussein

Former Commander-in-Chief of JEM rebel group, Abdallah Banda Abakaer Nourain: three counts of war crimes, allegedly committed in September 2007 in Darfur. Nourain’s case was submitted to trial in March 2011, following his involuntary appearance at the court. However, the trial is postponed indefinitely awaiting his arrest – at the time of writing he remains at large.

In 2009, the prosecution of journalist Lubna Hussein and 12 other women for wearing trousers in public gained international attention and highlighted the Public Order laws on a global level. The women were charged under Article 152 of the Criminal Act, which vaguely prohibited “indecent and immoral acts.” Ten of the women pled guilty and were sentenced to flogging, receiving ten lashes each. Hussein pled not guilty and took her case to trial, attempting to make it a test case for women’s rights and the targeted use of the laws against women. She was convicted and given the option to pay a fine or go to jail. She chose jail but a journalists’ association paid the fine for her. According to Human Rights Watch, “Hussein’s case inspired fellow activists to form the women’s rights coalition No to Women’s Oppression, whose members, some wearing trousers, protested against the public order laws at Hussein’s hearing. More than 40 were reportedly arrested, and at least one beaten by police.” Scores of other women’s rights activists were also arrested throughout her trial for protesting her arrest and ill treatment.


The increased recognition of and engagement with international human rights law and mechanisms was an important step. For decades, traditional, conservatively interpreted Sharia law with severe hudud punishments\footnote{Hadd.} were used in Sudan’s legal system; they also informed the Public Order laws.\footnote{Warburg, Gabriel R. “The Sharia in Sudan: Implementation and Repercussions, 1983-1989.” Middle East Journal, vol. 44, no. 4, 1990, pp. 624–637. JSTOR, www.jstor.org/stable/4328194 (accessed 8 June 2021).} Therefore, for a long time the social and political life of women was regulated by, and intertwined with, fundamentalist ideology. This has affected women in the public and private spheres and has left a lasting mark on the way that society regards them.

**Legal and institutional changes vs. societal attitudes**

Many HRDs interviewed for this research drew attention to the fact that society has not liberalised its attitudes towards women since legal reforms were announced, but that the situation had in fact deteriorated – drawing comparisons with post-revolution Egypt.\footnote{The Africa Report, “Egypt: Women worse off after Arab spring,” 12 November 2013, https://www.theafricareport.com/5093/egypt-women-worse-off-after-arab-spring/ (accessed 8 June 2021).} The disconnect between the legal reforms and the reality on the ground, has led to criticism of the Ministry of Justice only making reforms only on paper.\footnote{A WHRD who was interviewed for this research characterised the situation as follows: “the government does not get into confrontations, they just present things on paper that will please the international community, without making any actual changes in Sudan.” - Interviewee no.11, February 2021.}

While it is important to keep in mind the legal frameworks that HRDs operate within, it is vital to listen to the voices of those working on the ground, in understanding the realities of Sudan. The following section of this report aims to highlight these voices, their successes and struggles in their work.

*I see that we are going down the path of the situation in Egypt, where if you speak online they might accuse you of offending societal values.* - WHRD, Khartoum.

WHRDs were instrumental in bringing about the Sudanese Revolution – through their vocal presence in the protest movement, their physical presence and support at demonstrations, and their work in civil society.

However, many WHRDs felt that post-Revolution, their work has not been recognised and that, in some places, the situation for women in public and at home has deteriorated. This section of the report looks at the primary areas of concern for HRDs, and specifically WHRDs, as they work to rebuild Sudan.

Gender considerations are mainstreamed throughout each section, in reflection of the purpose of the research: to better understand the experiences of WHRDs. The analysis will consider discrimination in both the public and private spheres, looking at violations and abuses, including harmful practices in law/policy, and society/family. The definition provided in Article 1 of the CEDAW will be used:

For the purposes of the present Convention, the term "discrimination against women" shall mean any distinction, exclusion or restriction made on the basis of sex which has the effect or purpose of impairing or nullifying the recognition, enjoyment or exercise by women, irrespective of their marital status, on a basis of equality of men and women, of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural, civil or any other field.

Women’s rights pre-Revolution: brief background

Prior to the Sudanese Revolution in 2018, the situation for HRDs, WHRDs, and women more generally, was oppressive and stifling. Three decades of dictatorship under al-Bashir had solidified widespread discrimination and extreme levels of control over women in public and private spaces. For those working on issues of human rights, there was a long-standing climate of fear, fuelled by enforced disappearances, arbitrary detentions, and torture. Much of the repression was targeted against WHRDs and women, in the name of “public morals” and strict interpretations of Islam, which were legally supported by the Public Order laws. In 2008 alone, at least 43,000 public order charges were filed against women in Khartoum.


Despite this climate, women were present in politics and civil society in Sudan – long before, and during al-Bashir’s rule. In 1952 – during Sudan’s independence struggle, the Sudanese Women’s Union (SWU) was formed and quickly became one of Africa’s biggest post-independence women’s rights organisations. The SWU’s work was characterised by their regular challenges of the Islamic government, and their advocacy for women’s immediate and community needs to be met. During the 1960s and 70s, the union saw significant gains, including the right to vote extended to all women in 1964. In 1965, Fatima Ahmed Ibrahim was elected as the first woman member of parliament. The work of the SWU and other women’s rights activists and organisations led to marked improvements in the 1973 Constitution in gender equality and family law.

Following al-Bashir taking power in 1989 and the subsequent shift to the conservative right, progressive movements in Sudan came under threat and the SWU was officially dissolved. Despite this, the group continued to work unofficially and from exile. SWU, and others that had formed in the same spaces – including the No to Women’s Oppression Initiative, which was established in 2009, remained politically active throughout the al-Bashir regime and were pivotal in bringing about the Revolution.

Non-recognition of the role of women
During the Revolution, the role of women received much national and international attention. The photograph of activist Alaa Salah, leading protesters in song, dressed in a white thoub (traditional Sudanese women’s dress), made the headlines. The white thoub, traditionally worn by Sudanese women in the workforce, and previously associated with female Sudanese protesters against dictatorship, became a symbol adopted by many other female protesters and associated with the “Kandaka” queens of the Nubian Kingdom of Kush. The photograph became the image of the Sudanese Revolution after it went viral.

The leading role of women in the first few months of the protests, widely recognised in the media, belied the large numbers of women being arrested and convicted by the regime’s emergency courts.

The broad-based civilian coalition, FFC, first formed following the signature and endorsement of the Declaration on Freedom and Change in January 2019. It included two women’s groups: No to Women’s Oppression Initiative and MANSAM (Sudanese Women in Civic and Political Groups, or Women of Sudanese Civic and Political Groups). On 7 March 2019, demonstrations took place to honour the role of women in the protest movement. The following day, on International Women’s Day, President al-Bashir ordered the release of all women who had been arrested for participating in protests. The move, though symbolic, perhaps indicated that the regime was at least taking note of the attention on women’s fundamental role in the protest movement.

Under-representation in the transition process
Despite this, women were underrepresented in the transition process. Women were largely excluded from the negotiations between the FFC and TMC, and the call issued by MANSAM and the #50 Campaign (also known as Khamseen campaign) for a 50% quota for women in leadership roles in government was not met. While there were some high-profile appointments of women, including Neimat Abdullah Khair as the first female Chief of Justice, most transitional leadership selections fell short of expectations. Only two out of 11 initial members of the SC were female. Following the Juba Peace Agreement, in February 2021, a constitutional decree added three more members to the SC; the new appointees were all men. In May 2021, one of the two female SC members, Aisha Musa Sayeed, announced her decision to step down, citing interference from military officials. Considering that women are estimated to have often made up 70% of the protesters on the ground, the exclusion of women was short-sighted and, for some, delegitimised much of the work of the SC and transitional institutions.

Direct and indirect exclusion
Sudanese women were side-lined during the political negotiations process, either through direct exclusion, as male-dominated parties seconded male representatives to represent the civilian coalition in the negotiations team, claiming that they “do not have women” in their leadership structures, or indirectly, when the only woman in the negotiation process was sometimes left uninformed about meetings. This points to structural exclusion of women from Sudan’s political life.

---
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"There are conservative gatekeepers who are not giving other HRDs a chance."
- WHRD, Khartoum.

"We as WHRDs still face more difficulties than them [men], in matters related to making decisions and participating in decision-making."
- WHRD, Khartoum.

Ineffective legal reforms and lack of inclusion of women
The lack of consultation with women and WHRDs in the recent legal reforms has been one of the most significant concerns of those interviewed for this research. WHRDs were not only left out of leadership roles but were also not adequately consulted in the drafting process with the Ministry of Justice, on major law reforms such as the repeal of the Public Order laws and criminalisation of FGM in July 2020. Several WHRDs mentioned that they were surprised when they saw the reforms being announced and felt blindsided that they had not been included in the decision-making process and planning.

Token representation and gatekeepers
Some felt that even if women were present in some decision-making spaces, it was symbolic, not substantive inclusion: “women were included apparently but not in actuality, as long as they are saying ‘women representation’ not women inclusion.”

Many mentioned the idea of “gatekeepers” in Sudanese civil society, which were usually older, more conservative HRDs from certain, urban classes. These “gatekeepers” were involved in politics and decision-making but worked to keep other HRDs and WHRDs out of these spaces – particularly, younger, more diverse WHRDs with opinions different to theirs. When asked if WHRDs had played a role in legal reform, one WHRD said: “I do not think they were consulted, and even if they were it was probably a specific group with specific privileges, a specific political affiliation or belonging to specific political parties, and they are probably older.”

This is supported by other HRDs who noted that workshops, meetings, and conferences are attended by the same women (including themselves) repeatedly, and that there is a distinct lack of effort to include other WHRDs outside of the usual circles.

"This was clear in the appointment of public offices, the women who were nominated did not represent Sudanese women, and many social groups were excluded, especially grassroots activists and working women from lower economic classes. - WHRD, Khartoum.

Women were told about the recent reforms. The involvement of women in reforms was very weak."
- WHRD, Khartoum.

---
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The lack of inclusion of voices from Sudanese civil society in the work of the entire Transitional Government, after it was formed, led several interviewed HRDs to question the legitimacy and effectiveness of decisions that were uninformed by those who work on the ground. Many WHRDs were not aware of the process and felt that the decisions were made internally to avoid tackling structural issues: “I think they only did it to go with the demands of the international community and the international community is looking for results without concern to the process.”

**Side-lining from key processes**

One WHRD mentioned that the level of consultation happening with stakeholders varied according to the Ministry in charge. They noted that while the Ministry of Social Development and Labour had been holding consultations, other ministries had not been in contact with HRDs or other stakeholders. Others also expressed their frustration that non-Sudanese consultants had been used to work on legal reform, while WHRDs who had been working within Sudan for decades had not been included: “There are people who worked on gender-informed law reform for many years, and they were excluded.”

A stark example of the exclusion of women from the transitional process was the all-male committee formed to investigate the Khartoum massacre. The exclusion of women from the committee dramatically undermined its work, considering the gendered impact of the massacre, in which many women were killed and at least 70 people raped and many more physically and sexually assaulted.

> “Most probably a WHRD in the US had more chance to look at these amendments than a Sudanese one. ” - WHRD, Khartoum.

If decisions about women are made without their meaningful involvement, there will be a disconnect between the lived experiences of women and what is decided. This gap is demonstrated in some of the legal reforms that have been initiated, which do not address many of the most pressing concerns of women. The definition of rape in criminal law still fails to fall in line with international human rights standards, and procedural provisions and practices increase the risk of failing to obtain justice (and to end up being prosecuted themselves) for women and girls. The way that cases are handled has not been addressed, neither has domestic violence; and economic rights have not been realised.

---
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Issues related to legal reforms

One WHRD pointed out the irony that the main “win” for women was the criminalisation of FGM: while this is welcome in a country where an estimated 87% of women have been affected,133 in reality the enforcement mechanism is poor and there is a risk that it will only serve to target women, who are the ones carrying out the practice. The reforms also fail to address the legal system itself (or the mistrust and lack of confidence that many have in this system), particularly when reporting gender-based crimes. This renders certain reforms ineffective. Besides, the commission that is due to be established to reform the legal system has not begun to work. Following the 25 October 2021 coup, it is unclear whether it will be established at all.

In addition, reforms were not reflected in Sudanese family law. The Personal Status Act 1991, which is arguably one of the most oppressive laws for women in Sudan, remains intact. It allows for child marriage and discriminatory divorce and custody laws.134 The Personal Status Act also retains a guardianship system that imposes restrictions on mothers travelling alone with their children. This contradicts Article 67(d) of the Constitutional Document, which calls for the repeal of all laws that discriminate against women.135 It also restricts women’s employment, based on the permission that must be obtained of their husbands.

This also raises the question of religion-based reservations to international human rights instruments such as the CEDAW, which risk defeating their object and purpose, and ultimately their effectiveness in the domestic legal order.

Scepticism over post-2019 achievements

The lack of meaningful, women-led improvement in legal and policy practices led to a feeling of scepticism in interviewed WHRDs, which many expressed. For instance: “I do not believe that there is accountability, or that perpetrators are held accountable because the laws, practices, and conditions on the ground have not changed.”136 Another WHRD stated: “there are no real changes, just change on paper.”137 Many gave examples of restrictive laws and practices still being in place, such as arbitrary arrest, corporal punishment (lashing), and other violations that are still happening in Khartoum and elsewhere.

"They say after the transitional period that people should be more relaxed and less worried, but from my perspective I do not think anything changed." - WHRD, Khartoum.

136 Interview no.7, August 2020.
137 Interview no.13, February 2021.
The desire of the cabinet, in particular the Ministry of Justice, to draw a clear line between the actions of the previous regime and the post-August 2019 government, and to show willingness to engage with the international human rights system was clearly an overriding priority. However, by neglecting to systematically and meaningfully include WHRDs, legal reform has not been fully informed by the rights and needs of women.

The government did not initiate comprehensive legal reform to fight discrimination against women, as defined in Article 1 of the CEDAW. Reforms were drafted with little attention paid to the practicality of implementation, which should include reform of security agencies, training, awareness-raising, and comprehensive human rights education with a view to bringing about societal change.

This is not to say that the goals of the Revolution were disregarded, but rather to illustrate that the Revolution, particularly for women, remained unfinished.

"When it came time to develop the agenda for Sudan and the political sphere, the exclusion of WHRDs was clear. From what I've seen of my WHRD colleagues, they do not have a presence in these spaces anymore." - WHRD, Khartoum.

Need for structural change
The now dissolved Transitional Government prioritised reforms that brought approval from the international community, such as ratifying international human rights instruments. While such steps were welcome and displayed the government’s commitment to change, structural reform needs were unmet.

Reforms have had little practical effect
Until now, legal reforms regarding women’s rights have had little effect on the ground. Between July and October 2020, months after the Public Order regime was abolished, Open Democracy reported that at least 30 women were injured or killed during protests and other incidents of violence around Sudan. At least seven women were arrested or faced lawsuits for participating in public events or expressing their opinion in public. Women continue to be targeted by the law enforcement and security forces, and still have little access to redress when they are the victims of gender-based crimes.

"There is more resistance from everywhere, if you talk about human rights in general it is more accepted but as soon as you get to women’s rights there is more resistance." - WHRD, Khartoum.


The transitional authorities, including the (now dissolved) Transitional Government and the SC, faced many challenges, in a volatile political situation. Inability to bring about structural change is most noticeable in areas and sectors affected by corruption, nepotism, and abuse of power. HRDs interviewed for this report pointed to a lack of security sector reform, and little to no restructuring of law enforcement. Several interviewees also felt that the changes had not brought any meaningful progress or effect on the ground. This has been evidenced by recent cases of police violence against women, who are still arbitrarily arrested and accused of “prostitution” or other offences.

Within the transitional authorities, in particular in the SC, the military and armed forces retained a great deal of influence. Institutions that were expected to tackle women’s-related issues, such as the National Human Rights Commission (NHRC), were dissolved or not functioning pending creation of the commissions envisioned by the Constitutional Document.

While many civil society actors were appointed to roles within the government, for various reasons, they were unable to achieve much change. One WHRD said, “we are used to certain people leading campaigns and issues; a very large number of them are now in government and we expect them to take positions in their new roles [but] it just can’t work.”

Several factors, however, were at play and negatively impacted the civilian leadership’s effectiveness. They include the military’s powerful role but also other administrative and political factors, such as disarray within the FFC and the multiplicity of centres of decision-making in Sudan.

"It is clear that some HRDs had political aspirations, which I am not against, unless this political aspiration contradicts the rights you are calling for." - WHRD, Khartoum.


143 The Sudanese National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) was supposedly dissolved. Then, a committee was appointed to run it temporarily until a new NHRC Act is agreed and the commission formed. The commission suffered from a severe lack of influence, having been described as "weak and ineffective" (Interviewee no. 4, July 2020). The commission was not an independent institution. It did not comply with the Paris Principles for national human rights institutions (NHRIs) and did not apply for accreditation with the Global Alliance of National Human Rights Institutions (GANHRI). Successive UN Independent Experts on the situation of human rights in the Sudan have highlighted the need to strengthen the NHRC (see for instance OHCHR, "Press Statement of the UN Independent Expert on the Situation of Human Rights in the Sudan, Mr. Aristide Nononsi," 21 May 2017, https://www.ohchr.org/en/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=21650&LangID=E (accessed 25 June 2021).
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Central and state governance in Sudan

The diversity of Sudan and the legacy of the former regime both work to frustrate structural change. Under the previous regime, al-Bashir was head of state, head of government, and commander-in-chief of the Sudanese Armed Forces (SAF). He presided over Sudan during much of the civil war in the south, years of conflict and atrocity crimes in Darfur, new wars in the Nuba Mountains and Blue Nile, and oversaw a highly repressive security apparatus. Previously, each state was governed by a governor and council of ministers, which were chosen by the President. Following the Revolution, this system was dissolved; however, many people involved in, and who supported, the previous regime still occupy positions of power across the country and can frustrate or block change. This is noted as being a particular issue outside of Khartoum, where in some areas the military regime is still in power (such as in the eastern states), or there remains widespread impunity and lack of accountability (such as in the Darfur region and in South Kordofan).

In addition, the various parallel systems of governance in different rural communities, such as the traditional “native administrations,” are also operating with their own agendas. This means that when a law is implemented or amended in Khartoum (for example criminalisation of FGM), the implementation in local communities may fall to a traditional leader, who may ignore the change. Local leaders in areas that are marginalised and hard to reach may wield greater power, as there is little chance for monitoring and oversight.

"The backlash against the feminist movement that it is only a Khartoum thing, that does not work anymore because there are activists everywhere in Sudan and it is not about them being influenced by Khartoum, rather they are just beginning to have the chance to reach platforms and have their voices heard. " - WHRD, Khartoum.

Urban centres vs. rural areas

WHRDs interviewed for this report distinguished between the impact of the Revolution in different cities or states, and between rural and urban areas. Some felt that outside of Khartoum and other large urban centres, it was hard to see the effects of the Revolution. In addition, the needs of women varied between regions and rural and urban areas. For example, women in rural areas struggle with maternal mortality, child, early and forced marriage, other harmful practices such as FGM, and access to basic healthcare and food, in far higher numbers than those in urban centres. They are less likely to be formally educated and may have fewer opportunities to join community decision-making structures than their urban counterparts.

In turn, women in areas where Islamic practices are more conservative, such as eastern states, reported much less actual freedom over dress and religion than women in Darfur. It was also noted that the situation for displaced women, or those living in conflict areas, was again different, their main concerns being basic humanitarian needs and access to safety. These differences highlight the need for a diverse and locally orientated approach to women’s rights across the country, reflecting the full range of women in Sudan. Most importantly, structural change that goes beyond formal legal changes is needed.

The role of social norms and cultural traditions
During the Revolution, many grassroots groups emerged and called for gender equality. However, decades of moralistic and conservative Sharia-led law created a sentiment in society that the behaviour of women, seen entirely through the lens of their roles as mothers and wives, is intrinsically linked to the moral standard of the entire country. Therefore, a government that seeks to “liberalise” laws concerning particularly sensitive topics, such as how women dress, their freedom of movement, or their sexual behaviour (including access to reproductive health and sexual education services), will be seen to be “lowering” the standards of the whole country.

The Transitional Government did not operate in a vacuum. It was influenced by Sudanese social norms. A government’s ability to rule depends on maintaining public trust and acceptance. Illustrating this delicate balance, one WHRD said, “you are facing a government that wants to be socially accepted and facing a society that feels that their religion and traditions are being threatened.” Therefore, while the Constitutional Document commits to various obligations concerning gender equality, this did not translate into practical change in women’s and girls’ daily lives.

The need for societal acceptance also has an impact on civil society. Generally, HRDs who were interviewed believed that they had more space to work in post-Revolution Sudan. However, they noted that they did not enjoy total freedom as to what issues they could address, and that there were certain “lines” that, if crossed, could result in withdrawal of the community’s tolerance.

Culturally and politically sensitive topics
The most controversial topics mentioned were sexual and reproductive health and rights (SRHR), including access to safe abortion; harmful traditional practices such as FGM and child marriage; and sexual violence. Issues concerning sexual orientation and the Lesbian, gay, bi, trans persons, and other sexual minorities (LGBT+) community were largely considered to be the most difficult issues to work on. One WHRD said: “no one can say they are queer activists.
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I can say I am an SGBV [sexual and gender-based violence] activist, but not a queer activist or ally. This is an almost impossible cause.” LGBT+ issues are deemed to be such a dangerous topic to work on that even non-LGBT+ HRDs, who had simply expressed support or allyship of the cause had faced reprisals: “working on LGBT+ health and rights you can imagine how that goes. It is not safe and I do not think it is possible.”

While the now dissolved Transitional Government reformed Article 148 – a step in the right direction significant issues remain from a human rights perspective there was no corresponding public engagement or sensitisation on the topic. LGBT+ rights continue to be taboo and risky for civil society activists to work on.

“If you speak about women’s rights, they [the community] will not accept it because it contradicts their traditions, and they think we are trying to bring foreign concepts to them and to change the concepts that women have. This takes an effort, and men must be part of the work.” - WHRD, South Kordofan.

Progress cannot be achieved without reflections about, and action to address, the structures that have historically generated abuses. This process will certainly not happen overnight but showing commitment to it is necessary to build HRDs’ and society's trust in the government and authorities, which may in turn allow for legal reforms and civic education on rights issues to be better received.

If authorities are serious about achieving such change beyond Khartoum and urban centres, they need to recognise the unique importance of, better protect, and facilitate the work of, WHRDs and civil society. In doing so, and in working to include WHRDs in decision-making processes and advisory spaces, they will stand a better chance of enacting reform that is accepted and implemented by society. Following the military coup of 25 October 2021, however, uncertainty over the reform agenda and women’s rights and gender equality is high. The limited achievements of the 2019-2021 period may be at risk.

“Literally three years [ago] we were living in a country that [was] dominated by men everywhere and that privilege has not disappeared. ” - WHRD, Khartoum.

Long-standing and new threats
The vast majority of HRDs and WHRDs who were interviewed for this research worked despite ongoing threats to their safety. Many had experienced the difficulties of working under the al-Bashir regime, when they faced physical, verbal, and online threats.
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148 Article 148, as amended, removes lashings and the death penalty, but remains problematic as it actually increases the jail time from a maximum of five years to a maximum of seven years. In the case of repeat offenders (third time), the punishment is no longer the death penalty, which was never implemented in the first place, but life imprisonment.
The threats often came from the government or authorities themselves, including agencies such as NISS and HAC. One WHRD explained that the “lack of safety used to be out of fear of security entities . . . we feared being arrested or targeted.”

**Ongoing gender-specific threats**

WHRDs faced threats specific to their gender, with government and security agents using threats and acts of sexual violence against women: “the . . . methods used on women are more dangerous, for example we saw many activists who faced sexual violence or rape because it is known that it is a tool to humiliate [them].”

Surveillance, intimidation, and harassment even extended to international advocacy spheres, for instance corridors of the Human Rights Council, where Sudanese government agents and their proxies followed and monitored the activities of HRDs.

Threats continued during the Revolution, especially in demonstrations. The Khartoum massacre of 3 June 2019, during which at least 70 women were raped, is a stark example of the disturbing reality of the violence used against women protesters.

When speaking to HRDs working in Sudan today, it is apparent that the risks have not disappeared, but instead the source of threats has shifted.

"After the Revolution, the main source of threats became the community, and the threat differs according to the topic on which you work and its sensitivity to society."

- WHRD, Khartoum.

Of the 39 HRDs interviewed for this research, 18 had previously experienced physical threats and 26 had experienced verbal threats. In addition, of the interviewed WHRDs, 18 reported sex discrimination and seven, SGBV. These figures capture threats or incidents from before, during, and after the Revolution.

---
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Sources of the threats

A wide range of responses were given concerning the source of the threats against HRDs. They include, but are not limited to, the state and their operatives (e.g., NISS, police, RSF); social media users; community members; and even other HRDs. The majority of HRDs who observed a shift in the threats directed against them felt that the source had moved from being primarily the state and its agents and affiliates, to society and communities they work in. One HRD said: “the major one to deal with after the Revolution is the threats coming from society and the presence of the strong social stigma when engaging in some issues, which are considered as taboos within the community.” Another stated that the emergence of diverse groups, which were more visible and active during the Revolution than ever before, had posed a threat to those who were used to benefitting from conservative and religious structures, and that as a result “society has become more aggressive.” A clear example of this was seen following the cabinet’s vote to ratify the CEDAW. Less than one month later, the Fiqh Academy (a Muslim jurisprudence institution that falls under the Ministry of Religious Affairs) issued a fatwa against the Convention.

When discussing the reasons behind this shift, several HRDs pointed to a feeling of loss of control in society. They noted that before the Revolution, society was focused on one main issue – the dictatorship, which controlled all aspects of life. After the Revolution, retaliations increased against women, who were suddenly beaten and assaulted in the streets when they had rarely been before, possibly as retaliation for their participation in the Revolution. While claims about society at large are challenging to back without large-scale sociological surveys, these testimonies indicate that many segments of society remain conservative and explain why the legacy of the al-Bashir regime is so prevalent.

A societal backlash?

Those monitoring these issues believed that the societal backlash was due to the fact that previously, the patriarchal rules of society were enforced by Islamists in the government and in power centres; once the regime was overthrown, society realised that the patriarchal rules they relied on were not necessarily being enforced in a top-down manner anymore: “many people who were depending on the Islamists to enforce these patriarchal values are now forced to take matters into their own hands.”

---

152 It is important to note here that the NISS still have the power to arrest. There has been a change in policy and practice, to some extent boosted by the amendments to the National Security Act 2010, in July 2020, but their power to arrest remains in place.

153 An HRD must act to promote or protect human rights using only peaceful means. Therefore, someone who engages in violence, or other criminal activity can no longer be considered an HRD as per the UN Declaration on HRDs and civil society, including DefendDefenders’ standards.
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Thus, dominant sections of society, including men, have been emboldened to enforce, with their own hands, the inequality that they are used to and benefit from.\textsuperscript{160}

“There was some time after the Revolution we were under the illusion that it is safe, but it is not safe because the same people are doing the same things and the same possibility to be targeted is still there. What has not changed or might have even increased is the fear of society and the possible backlash.” - WHRD, Khartoum.

Weam Shawgi
The use of online attacks to harass and silence HRDs is an increasing concern for defenders, as the internet becomes a more polarised space. WHRDs are more likely to face gendered threats online, including sexual abuse, gender-based violence (GBV), threats, and smear campaigns.\textsuperscript{161} In Sudan, this form of societal bullying has been used against WHRDs throughout and after the Revolution, as women have become more visible and their voices were amplified. One example is the case of Weam Shawgi, a Sudanese WHRD who has been targeted online due to her work. In July 2019, a photograph of Shawgi holding a sign reading “Feminist is the first Revolution, may the patriarchy fall” went viral. She was accused online of undermining Sudanese values and family life, and she received death threats. Many of the threatening messages came from women who believed that she had gone “too far.”\textsuperscript{162}

The threats that WHRDs face need to be considered against the backdrop of the gender-based violence that women and girls in Sudan continue to experience on a daily basis. GBV is fuelled by high levels of gender inequality.\textsuperscript{163} A recent study on sexual harassment and domestic violence found that 22% of women in Sudan had experienced domestic violence.\textsuperscript{164} 35% of all women reported that they had been verbally sexually harassed, and 29% physically harassed or abused, in the past 12 months.\textsuperscript{165} These figures are likely to be vastly lower than reality due to the massive stigma around reporting SGBV. Many women and girls who report violence or harassment in Sudan are ignored or may be penalised themselves. There are no laws that specifically deal with GBV, and domestic violence is not criminalised as such. Marital rape is not recognised as a criminal act either. In addition, the justice system has long supported the notion that violence against women should be kept private or dealt with within the family.

\textsuperscript{160} Interviewee no.21, April 2021; interviewee no.38, May 2021; and interviewee no.39, June 2021.
\textsuperscript{165} Ibid, pp. 4-5.
During the COVID-19 lockdown, between March and May 2020, the number of domestic violence cases against women and girls increased, with the Social Welfare Ministry reporting 42 cases in one month. This figure is likely to be lower than reality. The pervasiveness of violence against women at home is mirrored on the streets and in the workplace. It is especially directed at women who are deemed to push boundaries or “go too far.” This makes WHRDs clear targets for online, as well as offline, verbal, and physical harassment and violence from members of the general public, their families and authorities. Many perpetrators of violence go unpunished.

In April 2021, hundreds of women protested in Khartoum, calling for more legal reforms for women, such as ratification of the CEDAW Convention. The demonstration witnessed male backlash. In one incident, a man drove his car into the female protesters. In another, a group of male university students shouted at the women, threatening them with rape. Despite several complaints being filed, no charges were brought, and instead the woman who led the complaint against the driver of the car was held in detention for two days after friends of the driver brought counter claims against her. This is a clear example of the violence and harassment that women, girls and WHRDs face from ordinary members of the public, and the almost unconditional support that is given to male perpetrators by the authorities.

#MyFatKilledMe
In March 2021, 13-year-old Samah al-Hadi was shot three times and run over by a car, allegedly by her father, after she requested to transfer schools. Despite the fact that neighbours told police that the father was known to abuse his children, he was released without charge. No post-mortem was carried out and the father was given permission to quickly bury Samah’s body. The case caused outrage on social media in Sudan, with a petition to re-open the police file amassing close to 3,000 signatures. Many women spoke out online, recounting times that they had been subject to violence at home – drawing attention to the high rates of domestic violence in Sudan, where it is not specifically covered by law. Those who have spoken out about Samah’s death have faced harassment online and reprisals from the government.

WHRDs face more threats than their male peers, simply for being women who speak out. These gendered threats, and the fear that they instil, affect women’s ability to fully enjoy and exercise their civic space rights, which are integral to a democratic society and the work of HRDs. While HRDs generally recounted stories of being targeted by death threats, organised online attacks, and personal attacks in the media, it was WHRDs who noted that they could face these issues no matter what they were talking about. They were attacked simply for being women speaking out. One WHRD said, “The attempts to silence women are stronger, more aggressive, and have active social support.”

Although many of these threats come from private persons, the lack of protection from the government, lack of accountability, and pervasive impunity, which result in a form of acquiescence by the authorities, demonstrate an inability or unwillingness to protect women from discrimination and violence.

“On the street the harassment level has increased, and as soon as you state that observation people blame it on how women dress and ask us: isn’t this the freedom we were seeking? ” - WHRD, Khartoum.

Additionally, the likelihood of experiencing threats varies depending on geographical location. The research found that HRDs outside of Khartoum were more likely to have experienced verbal and physical threats. Verbal threats were reported by 75% of HRDs outside of Khartoum, and 62% by those in Khartoum. Physical threats were reported by 50% of those outside of Khartoum and 44% in Khartoum. One WHRD from North Darfur spoke about the challenges of working in rural areas: “In rural areas I am considered someone who comes to provoke women; their institutions are different, for example traditional administrations and traditional courts and they are not cooperative at all.”

In relation to gender-based threats, 67% of WHRDs outside of Khartoum reported discrimination based on sex or gender, and 33% reported SGBV. WHRDs based in Khartoum, reported 70% and 25%, respectively. One of the main concerns interviewed HRDs raised was the lack of protection facing these threats and their inability to access protection or justice and redress mechanisms. An interviewee said: “We do not have access to support and protection mechanisms. the old state was violating our rights, the new state still has not created anything to protect us as WHRDs or for HRDs in general. For me, official support is still absent, and access to such mechanisms is not available.”

---
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this makes their work more dangerous and can result in inability to continue their activism due to fear of the consequences.

Authorities need to ensure that threats against all HRDs, including WHRDs, are treated with the level of seriousness that they warrant and that perpetrators do not act with impunity. This requires education of the public, training of police and other authorities, and wider awareness-raising about gender, as well as effective remedies that include criminal accountability for the perpetrators and reparations for the victims, so as to prevent recurrence. Until this happens, the environment that HRDs operate in will continue to stifle them, and civil society will be unable to flourish.

"I do not think there are any support mechanisms, if we fall, we fall, I guess. "
- HRD, Khartoum.

Administrative challenges
The fear of being monitored, intimidated, harassed, arrested, disappeared, assaulted, and even killed was a reality for HRDs across Sudan during the al-Bashir regime. However, this was only one dimension of the way that authorities restricted the work of HRDs. They also used legal, policy, and bureaucratic strategies to hinder the work of civil society. These strategies included burdensome requirements to register and obtain permission to conduct activities from HAC and NISS.

Registration
Of those interviewed for this research, 29 were affiliated with or worked for a Sudanese organisation, of which only 13 were registered in Sudan. Thus, 16 were not registered, despite employing teams of an average of 18 staff members each. Of those who were registered, many had only been able to do so after the Revolution, due to the heavy restrictions put in place by the previous regime.
The Voluntary and Humanitarian Work (Organization) Act, enacted in 2006, dictates the principles and objectives governing humanitarian work. The Act had an overall effect of tightening and regulating the work of civil society, through provisions that banned funding from foreign donors without Ministry approval, and the establishment of a Registrar General, working for HAC, with wide powers of discretion in granting registration. The Act imposes restrictions to freedom of association and allows for increased control over NGO and CSO work by Sudanese authorities. In addition, it allows for greater surveillance of HRDs and organisations by requiring staff members of NGOs to provide their full names and addresses and giving the Registrar powers to examine records of and keep basic documents and reports on the NGO. The Act states that registration applications could be refused if the activities “are inconsistent with principles provided” in the Act. Since its enactment, the Act became a tool frequently used by the al-Bashir regime to stifle the work of civil society and sanction HRDs.

Currently, a group of organisations, including Sudanese Development Initiative, are working on a draft law that would replace the 2006 Act. It is hoped that the draft law will bring the registration process in line with Article 57(1) of the Constitutional Document, which guarantees, “the right to free organization without others, including the right to form political parties, associations, organizations, syndicates and professional unions, or join the same in order to protect their interests.”

After the Revolution, it was hoped that the authorities would reform the system of NGO registration and curtail the wide-reaching powers of HAC and the Registrar General. However, the Voluntary and Humanitarian Work Act, which grants these powers to these bodies, has remained in place. This means that organisations can be closed down or sanctioned at the whim of the government.
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177 A highly repressive law was passed in 2020, but the government took it back after heavy criticism from civil society. See Sudan Civic Space Monitor, 7 March 2021, https://sudan.civicmonitor.org/hac-new-regulations-stifle-civic-space-part-1-5/ (accessed 1 September 2021).
In November 2019, the Ministry of Labour and Social Development announced its decision to deregister more than 50 NGOs, whom they said had committed violations with regard to registration, funding, and technical agreements. The decision was described as a response to the fact that at least 32 of these organisations were allegedly tied to the al-Bashir regime. Whether the decision was justified or not, questions revolving around possible infringements on the enjoyment of right to freedom of association, in relation to due process, remain.

According to several of the HRDs interviewed for this research, after the Revolution the administrative situation for organisations improved, at least in Khartoum. One HRD pointed out that in Darfur, civil society still faced interference from, and corruption in, the government and administrative bodies.

Additionally, organisations or groups focusing on LGBT+ work have been unable to register due to the criminalisation of same-sex relations in Sudan. The registration rules also stifle the ability of smaller organisations to officially work. One WHRD working for a national network explained that local initiatives and national networks of smaller organisations faced the biggest issues getting registered and were often forced to join with larger and more well-established NGOs, usually based in Khartoum. They noted that this had the effect of stifling the organisation’s work, as the larger NGO generally has the power to influence their mandate. This has had a silencing effect on more local-level, grassroots work and contributed towards the concentration of the most amplified voices being Khartoum or urban-centred.

Despite this, many HRDs felt that the threat posed by HAC and the need for registration had reduced, noting that many people were also working without being registered. Tolerance for these situations seems to have increased post-2019. In this regard, while legal certainty is preferable, one should note that the ACHPR, in its Guidelines on Freedom of Association and Assembly in Africa, has made it clear that “States shall not compel associations to register in order to be allowed to exist and to operate freely. Informal (de facto) associations shall not be punished or criminalized under the law or in practice on the basis of their lack of formal (de jure) status.”

---


Access to funding

In practice, the registration status of an organisation has a direct effect on their ability to secure funding. Many grant-making organisations require that their grantee partners be registered and hold bank accounts in the country that they operate in. Thus, organisations in Sudan that are unable to register are unlikely to be able to access larger, more sustainable funding streams. Another restriction related to access to funding is found in the 2006 Act, which states in section 7(1) that funding for programmes “shall be through a project instrument to be approved by the commission”; and (2) that no NGO “shall receive funds, or grants from abroad, from an alien person internally or from any other body, save upon approval of the ministry.”

Without access to funding, organisations may be unable to attract and pay staff, and they will struggle to fund their activities and ensure sustainability. Several interviewees mentioned the lack of stable income as being a challenge in their work. One HRD said: “I am forced to work at my own job and work as an HRD.”

Labour laws

Restrictive labour laws enshrine gender inequality. The Labour Law 1997 discouraged women from work that was “hazardous, arduous or harmful to their health […] exceeding the normal limits borne by women.” In Chapter IV, Section 20(1), women are forbidden from working between 10pm and 6am, with some exceptions. Section 20(3) states that women must receive at least one hour of rest per day, and they shall not work more than five hours without a rest. While at face value, these laws are protective of women against exploitation or other dangers, they serve to enforce the patriarchal idea that women need greater protection and care than men and are therefore not “cut out” for the workplace, and should stay at home.

The restricting of when, where, and for how long, women can work means that men are a “safer” employment option, as they require less special attention than women and can work without restrictions. These laws contravene Article 18(3) of the Banjul Charter, and Article 7(c) of the CEDAW when affecting WHRDs in their work as a defender. They also serve to discriminate against WHRDs in any work that they take on outside of their activism, contravening Article 11 of the CEDAW and 48(2) of the Constitutional Document, which guarantees “the equal right to enjoy all civil, political, social, cultural, and economic rights.”

---
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Issues related to freedom of expression

General issues
Restrictions on freedom of expression and of the media also undermine human rights work. HRDs often find themselves intimidated, harassed, or arrested for publishing or speaking out about their work. Since the Revolution, the situation has improved, which is reflected in civic space monitoring tools, such as the CIVICUS Civic Space Monitor. In the latter, Sudan has improved from being “Closed” to “Repressed”; in Freedom House’s Freedom on the Net 2020 rating, Sudan has improved from 25 to 30/100.

However, freedom of expression remains unduly restricted, and the 25 October 2021 military coup now threatens to annihilate progress made since 2019.

In a report to the UN Human Rights Council ahead of Sudan’s UPR, DefendDefenders and the African Centre for Justice and Peace Studies noted that several incidents had occurred, which undermine freedom of the media and freedom of expression. On 12 June 2020, the Sudanese Journalist Network (SJN) reported that the checkpoints intended to regulate COVID-19 were de facto restricting them from informing the public. In addition, concerns mounted about the ongoing use of the Cybercrime Act 2018 to harass, prosecute, and censor journalists and activists. On 18 July 2020, the army declared that it was ready to resort to legal action against individuals who “insult” them, including journalists and activists.

On 11 February 2021, Orwa Alsadig, a Sudanese politician and political activist, was sued by the SC for publishing lies, fake news, and insults, after a speech he made was widely shared on social media. These incidents point to a lack of respect for freedom of opinion and expression, despite the provisions of Article 56 of the Constitutional Document and international human rights instruments to which Sudan is a party, including Article 19 of the ICCPR.

After 25 October 2021, the de facto military authorities imposed a partial internet shutdown and cracked down on protesters demanding civilian rule. At the time of finalising this report, repression is increasing.


Gender-specific issues
The repression of WHRDs’ freedom of expression is made worse by their gender status. Many violations include a gender dimension. Women are often silenced simply for being women.

Front Line Defenders highlighted the case of WHRD Waad Bahjat, who on 8 November 2020, was charged with defamation, insult to a public servant exercising judicial proceedings (Article 116 of the Sudanese Criminal Act of 1991), publishing false news (Article 66), and public annoyance (Article 77). Bahjat was charged for posting a live video on Facebook recording an incident where several women were harassed by the SAF and denied access to fuel at a petrol station. She faced a six-month suspended sentence. More recently, on 18 March 2021, a WHRD was charged with publishing false news under the Cybercrimes Act, after she posted on Facebook discussing the healthcare situation in Sudan. Women are also at a much higher risk of having their freedom of expression curtailed by non-state actors in the private sphere, and in informal ways, due to living in a patriarchal society that does not value outspoken women.

Despite these challenges, many WHRDs who were interviewed had found their voice online and on social media, during and the after the Revolution. Although speaking out online carries a risk of prosecution, like for print media, many felt that it had helped them reach wider audiences and spark broader discussions. An HRD stated that things were becoming “a little bit easier, especially that now everyone has access to various platforms to express themselves.” Another noted that since the Revolution, “HRDs are more outspoken on social media platforms.”

“Where you can easily accomplish something is . . . through social media, it does not cost anything, . . . it targets the youth, and they are the ones who can influence their areas. - HRD, South Kordofan.
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The challenges that HRDs face in carrying out their work are widespread and can be as crippling as the threats discussed in the previous section. Just as HRDs need protection from physical threats, they also need capacity building, access to funding and resources, and support from their government to register and carry out their work. To strengthen civil society and allow it to flourish, authorities must prioritise reforms that facilitate the practical side of the work of NGOs, CSOs, and HRDs. Special attention should be paid to WHRDs and smaller, rural, women-led organisations. Until discriminatory laws are amended, women will be unable to fully join the labour force and this will in turn hold back the potential of women in civil society.

"You realize that men still have a very massive privilege when it comes to how they create alliances and associations with decision makers or even stakeholders and beneficiaries." - WHRD, Khartoum.

**Intersecting threats and challenges**

Intersectionality is a sociological term used to describe how race, ethnicity, class, gender, and other individual characteristics “intersect” with one another. The term is now used in both legal and non-legal spaces to reflect the reality that most people have different, overlapping, belongings that shape their life experiences and identity. In short: there are multiple and intersecting forms of discrimination. Several grounds of discrimination can interact concurrently. As the UN Special Rapporteur on HRDs stressed, “women defenders often face additional and different risks and obstacles that are gendered, intersectional and shaped by entrenched gender stereotypes and deeply held ideas and norms about who women are and how women should be.” When analysing the situation for HRDs in Sudan, it is essential to look through the prism of intersectionality, to reflect the vast diversity of HRD work in the country.

"There is discrimination because I am a woman, of course, but there are other factors that can lead to discrimination against you, for example, the place or region you come from, your ethnicity, what your social class is and what privileges you have." - WHRD, Khartoum.

---


Sudan is home to over 42 million people of diverse ethnicities and religions, as well as hundreds of languages and dialects. The latest population figures show that 50.04% of the population are women. The rural population accounts for 65%. Of the population, 12.5% are living under the poverty line of $1.90 USD per day. It is estimated that approximately 70% of Sudanese people are characterised (or self-identify) as Sudanese Arabs and 30% as Black Africans, which includes Nuba, Fur, Beja and Fallata ethnic groups. Throughout the al-Bashir regime, attacks on civilians amounting to international crimes were carried out against ethnic minorities in Darfur, South Kordofan, Blue Nile, and areas that are now part of South Sudan.

The 57 years of British colonial occupation, and its “divide and rule” policy, helped entrench discrimination and inequality. The British colonial administration invested in the Arab north and reinforced a development gap between the north and the south/south-west. Following Sudan’s independence in 1956, the north of Sudan maintained its political and economic dominance over the south, a dynamic that has been a key driver of armed conflict and political repression. Civil society has been shaped by the ethnic, religious, and class dynamics that permeate Sudanese society. The HRDs with the largest platforms and most amplified voices are mostly from Khartoum and the surrounding areas, which enjoy better access to education and opportunities. The rural-urban and north-south divide in civil society can intersect with other factors at play in the lives of HRDs and WHRDs.

In discussions with interviewees, two main factors were raised: ethnicity/race and sexual orientation and gender identity.

**Ethnicity**

The constructs of ethnicity and race play an integral role in society in Sudan and have shaped the conflicts that continue to this day. The Arabisation of the north of Sudan, coupled with the Islamisation, created a dominant Sudanese identity that was instrumentalised by the al-Bashir regime in the campaigns to Islamise southern Sudan.

---


After the Revolution, the Transitional Government publicly engaged in a peace process with armed groups in Darfur and other conflict-affected areas. However, the political transition in Khartoum did not mean the end of difficulties in conflict areas, where minorities have long been targeted. In 2020, Sudan ranked eighth in the world on the Minority Rights Group International’s “Peoples Under Threat” list, which monitors countries most at risk of genocide and mass killing. This shows that despite the changes that the Revolution brought about, ethnic minorities in Sudan are still at risk.

"In addition to being discriminated against because I am a woman, there is discrimination against me based on the region from which I come."
- WHRD, Khartoum.

HRDs and civil society actors who are from ethnic minorities in Sudan may face discrimination in their day-to-day lives, including at work. The discrimination can interfere with their ability to speak out, conduct activities, and access opportunities. WHRDs face the double burden of being discriminated against because of being a woman, and due to their ethnicity. One WHRD, when talking about the discrimination she faces as a woman, stated that she felt “lucky” that she was from the north of Sudan, because if she belonged to another ethnic group she would also have to deal with this discrimination. Displaced persons, including IDPs, refugees, and asylum-seekers are among some of the most marginalised groups globally. In Sudan, the majority of the 2,399,433 IDPs are from Darfur and Kordofan and around 70% of the refugee population of 1,106,59 are from South Sudan. The marginalisation of these populations is intrinsically linked with their identity, whether adopted or assigned, as Black Africans. HRDs who work for these communities, or belong to them, faced different kinds of discrimination than those who do not. For this research, six HRDs (3 male and 3 female) working on refugee, IDP, and statelessness issues were interviewed. Of these HRDs, half had experienced physical threats and five had experienced verbal threats. Both figures are higher than the general population of HRDs (46% and 67%, respectively) – although the sub-sample is modest.
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In addition to facing more threats, HRDs working on these issues and from these populations also reported feeling more left out of civil society since the Revolution. One HRD working on refugee rights in Khartoum stated that there was “no interest” in refuge issues.\textsuperscript{206}

Others pointed to the heavy-handed treatment and “clear lack of recognition of people and their rights” in southern states,\textsuperscript{207} including during community protests in Talodi, South Kordofan against gold mines using toxic substances.\textsuperscript{206}

The historic wealth divide between northern, predominately Arabic-speaking areas and southern, predominately Black African areas, reflects decades of under-development in the southern parts of the country (including today’s independent South Sudan). This has limited their access to education, and professional work. People from less developed areas across Sudan generally have fewer formal educational opportunities and were less represented in the Transitional Government, despite their efforts during the Revolution. The Juba Peace Agreement sought to remedy this by adding representatives of armed movements to the government.

Women living in areas affected by higher poverty rates, in conflict, or who are displaced generally have less access to higher education and thus formal work opportunities in civil society. A recent study on trends in university admissions in Sudan found that the more developed north had higher rates of female students, while the less developed south and west had lower rates.\textsuperscript{209}

Therefore, intersectional analysis is essential for the women’s rights movement. Currently, feminists in Sudan are struggling to have even the voices of upper-class, urban, Arab women from Khartoum taken seriously, let alone the voices of more marginalised groups, who often lack capacity.

\textsuperscript{206} Interviewee no.17, January 2021.
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Sexual orientation and gender identity (SOGI)

The Sudanese Revolution has been applauded for being an inclusive and unified movement. However, tolerance is usually not extended to those who speak out about SOGI issues, including LGBT+ HRDs/WHRDs and HRDs/WHRDs working on these issues. When asked about the most difficult issue to publicly work on in Sudan, many interviewees pointed to SOGI-related work.

The now dissolved Transitional Government’s legal reform efforts included amending Article 148 of the Criminal Law Act to remove mandatory death penalty and punishment of lashing for same-sex acts; however, the Article still carries a punishment of up to seven years in prison. Under Article 151 of the Criminal Law Act, “gross indecency” is criminalised with a punishment of up to one or two years in prison. The amendments also removed the punishment of lashing from Article 151; however, the provision remains and has been used to directly target SOGI community. In addition to restrictive laws and conservative societal attitudes in Sudan, the state also has a history of supporting anti-SOGI movements on the international stage. DefendDefenders’ research on patterns at the HRC show that Sudan opposed resolutions on SOGI, and conversely has supported resolutions on “protection of the family” and “defamation of religions,” which promote harmful stereotypes of women and girls and justify violations against women and the SOGI community.

“I get the reaction that some people do not want to work with me because I’m an LGBTQ+ rights ally, even though I did not even bring up that topic.” - WHRD, Khartoum.
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Being a vocal member, or ally of, the SOGI community continues to be stigmatised not only by the authorities and the public, but also within the HRD community. One SOGI HRD stated that they acknowledged that civil society, and society more generally, was opening up in Sudan and that as a result they could talk more directly about SOGI issues. However, when it came to directly advocating for SOGI rights, the movement was largely unrecognised, even within civil society, leaving them marginalised: “The queer movement is not recognized by civil society, so there are no possible alliances to create pressure or create a bigger advocacy movement or a lobbying strategy.”

The sensitivity of working on SOGI issues was highlighted by a WHRD who stated that the community had to work alone, or to work “with people who cannot comprehend the sensitivity of the topic.” Thus, the community often found themselves between a rock and a hard place, eager to expand their movement by making allies, but afraid to do so due to privacy and security concerns. In this regard, advocacy by international allies and groups may even be counter-productive for Sudanese HRDs working on these issues, as it may lead domestic actors to promote the narrative that SOGI rights is a “foreign” or “Western” agenda.

“If you are a young WHRD defending things that go against their [civil society] conservative agenda, you will not find the same opportunities at all. They are gatekeepers.” - WHRD, Khartoum.

---
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However, one should note that major donors and humanitarian agencies are often afraid to tackle sensitive topics in the public domain, or do not understand the movement in the context of Sudan: “Donors are completely oblivious to the fact that some bodies have been (working on) [SOGI] rights for a decade.” 217 As with the feminist movement in Sudan, SOGI HRDs felt that donors were quick to dictate a certain agenda, or style, on the movement without having worked on the ground themselves. One WHRD stressed the importance of focusing on national advocacy for this reason, as international advocacy, and involvement “just creates noise.” 218

The inability of LGBT+ organisations to officially register, due to security and safety concerns, also restricts their access to funding and wider networks and violates Article 57(1) of the Constitutional Document, concerning the right to “free organisation.”

Many HRDs interviewed for this research acknowledged that Sudan had become more open after the Revolution, and that ideas and communities that had been unheard of, or on the fringes of society, were becoming more well-known and given more space. HRDs spoke of having more confidence to carry out their work and a renewed hope for change: “There is noticeable change and wider freedom and spaces; now we can criticize the situations and violations that happen without fear.” 219

It was frequently mentioned that a recent positive development was the general public knowing more about human rights and women’s rights, and that this sometimes created a more positive response and appreciation for the work of HRDs and WHRDs. However, this research found that support and tolerance was often only afforded in certain situations or for certain groups. Feminism and SOGI issues are still considered to be “taboo” within Sudanese society, including the HRD community itself. WHRDs who are from lower classes, ethnic minorities, and/or belong to the SOGI community face multiple and intersecting forms of discrimination, harassment, and threats.
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They must choose what they will speak about or work on carefully, as they risk losing support from the public and civil society if they embrace certain issues too openly.

The calls for inclusion heard during the Revolution did not translate to the transitional phase, as diversity within the government and civil society remained weak. The women who were involved in decision-making spaces were overwhelmingly upper middle-class, tertiary-educated women from northern Sudan who do not work on SOGI issues. The lack of inclusion of diverse voices is related to the still predominant conservative and patriarchal values.

However, civil society stands to lose in the long run if meaningful inclusion of all defenders, activists, and communities is not ensured. The success of the popular protest movement during the Revolution, which was fuelled and supported by women, ethnic, and sexual minorities, and other marginalised groups, should be remembered as Sudan attempts to transition to a more rights-respecting regime.

The 25 October military coup is likely to result in additional challenges for those working on women’s rights and SOGI issues.
One of the aims of this report was to better understand the needs of HRDs, in particular WHRDs, and civil society in Sudan, so that DefendDefenders and other regional and international organisations can better plan their interventions, eliminate overlaps, and bring their technical support and expertise where needed. To gain a deeper understanding of their current circumstances, the interviewers asked all HRDs about their ability to access protection and support mechanisms. They asked WHRDs specifically about their needs as women HRDs.

When asked whether they had access to protection and support mechanisms, 67% of the interviewees who responded stated that they did not. This figure suggests that most HRDs are working without the knowledge that if the risks they face materialise, they will be able to receive help. Such knowledge could help them build their capacity and resilience and minimise their vulnerability to risks of persecution, ahead of and during their work.

Those who did mention that they had some access to protection said that they had been able to receive help from regional and international groups, such as DefendDefenders and Front Line Defenders. One HRD noted that they enjoyed protection through the organisation that they work for. Several HRDs mentioned that the only protection mechanisms they had access to, or found reliable, were their personal connections or solidarity in groups.

"The old state was violating our rights, the new state still has not created anything to protect us as WHRDs or for HRDs in general. For me, official support is still absent, and access to such mechanisms is not available." - WHRD, Khartoum.

As demonstrated in the table below, a majority of WHRDs who responded to the question concerning their needs felt that the most vital need is protection from state and non-state actors. This supports the above conclusion that the general population of HRDs struggle with access to protection and support mechanisms. The second most important need was capacity building and networking, a need that was consistently mentioned as essential for greater engagement of civil society outside of Khartoum.
The above list displays the “most important” need selected by WHRDs - when asked to choose one. However, many interviewed HRDs discussed a range of needs, many being deemed as important.

During the discussion about protection and support mechanisms, some HRDs spoke about various precautionary and preventative measures that they have taken. Several HRDs spoke about digital security and measures to ensure that they work safely online, keep their data protected, and use safe networks and communication channels. Others stated that they are able to work in secrecy or with discretion, so that even those close to them do not know the details of their work. In addition, other HRDs mentioned that they knew lawyers or legal networks that could help them if they were arrested or detained.

In the absence of national and state-supported independent protection and support mechanisms, it is unsurprising that HRDs have found their own ways of mitigating risks. While there is no replacement for reliable national mechanisms, having a working system in Sudan will take time and cooperation from all stakeholders, including relevant authorities at all levels of government. Another way of ensuring that HRDs mitigate risks is to make sure they have access to capacity building, including training and equipping, of HRDs in essential security skills, such as personal, digital, and organisational security, including, and starting with, individual security and organisational assessments and audits. This will allow for HRDs and organisations to protect themselves, to some extent, and may mitigate some of the risks they face.

---

**List of needs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Needs</th>
<th>Total of WHRDs who chose as most important*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capacity Building</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Networking</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in Processes</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protection from state/Non-state Actors</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition/Legitimisation</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respect for Rights</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total no. WHRDs</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Additionally, there is need for a greater, concerted effort by the international community to continue to engage with Sudan on issues of rights violations. Many international actors support a return to the Transitional Government. However, some of the patterns of violations and abuses committed under the al-Bashir regime continued, with fewer, less frequent condemnation from the international community as the latter reengaged with the Sudanese authorities. This left Sudanese HRDs in a state of limbo – not yet protected enough to not need support from outside of Sudan. The 25 October 2021 military coup is likely to lead to further human rights violations. International scrutiny of the situation and support to HRDs and WHRDs is vital.

**Physical and digital safety capacity building for WHRDs from Kordofan**

For the first time in Sudan, DefendDefenders in collaboration with local partners in Sudan (Andariya and Safe Sisters) held a five-day training on physical and digital safety for 14 WHRDs from Kordofan. This training is the first of its kind to be carried out in Sudan for WHRDs. Sudanese WHRDs, especially those working in Kordofan, have experienced many challenges over the past thirty years, including war and violence, including SGBV. During this training, WHRDs acquired knowledge and skills in physical and digital safety, including context analysis, risk and threat assessments, security plan development, and self-defense. Thanks to the training, the WHRDs are now able to carry out risk assessments. They drafted action plans for individual and organisational safety, and formed an association for WHRDs in Kordofan.

“The workshop helped me develop my knowledge of human rights and how to protect myself, my family, and the victims I work for. Thanks to this workshop, I became an effective and more efficient person to serve my community” – WHRD, Kordofan.
The question: “what comes next for Sudan?” is on the lips of many, both within and outside the country. The road ahead for human and women’s rights is going to be long and difficult. Lasting progress will require resilience and determination. WHRDs have a key role to play, and can be instrumental, in building a new democratic, rights-respecting Sudan.

Under the transition, until the 25 October 2021 military coup, HRDs and WHRDs in Sudan continued to face many of the same issues that they faced before 2019: multifaceted threats to their person and work; little to no access to protection and support mechanisms; difficulties in registering and receiving funding; and lack of capacity. While the source of some of these threats shifted, WHRDs continued to face multiple and intersecting risks and threats. The responsibility to protect civil society actors ultimately lies with government authorities, as primary duty-bearers, including since 25 October 2021 de facto authorities exercising control over government agencies and forces.

Structural change has not materialised. There has been little progress in the actual implementation of legal reforms, especially in non-urban areas. Abusive security forces are yet to be restructured and perpetrators of violations against HRDs are yet to be held to account. Under the transition, little was done to create an environment more conducive for the promotion and protection of all human rights for all, in particular women’s rights. Sudanese WHRDs need regional and international support more than ever. Civil society is not exempt from the patriarchal attitudes that are prevalent in Sudanese society. As a result, WHRDs often face discrimination even within activist circles. The under-representation of WHRDs in the Transitional Government, SC, and key decision-making spaces, amounted to a missed opportunity. In neglecting to meaningfully include diverse groups of women, transitional institutions missed out on their expertise and understanding of the daily realities that women face in Sudan.

While decisions such as accession to the CEDAW should be applauded, it must be questioned what the usefulness of an international legal instrument will be to women in Sudan, who are still greatly disadvantaged in national law, policy, and society. Domestication will be key, but awareness-raising, human rights education, training of civil servants and other officials and authorities, and other actions designed to foster changes in societal attitudes and practices will be as key.
Communities who are already marginalised in Sudan, including lower classes, minority ethnic community members, and members of the LGBT+ community, are least likely to have felt the positive effects of the Revolution. Even though the Revolution opened the doors for many groups to come together and be more vocal in protests than ever before, its spirit has largely failed to translate into the transitional period. In particular, the LGBT+ community struggles to find allies who are willing to take risks (in particular, reputational risks) to work with them, or who understand their cause.

The 25 October 2021 military coup is likely to have no positive impact on these issues. Conversely, it is likely to lead to further violations and abuses. Direct support for HRDs, in particular WHRDs, in Sudan will remain vital for the foreseeable future. International and regional actors should continue to engage with and support civil society in Sudan, especially focusing on improving access to protection mechanisms, advocacy with authorities to improve in-country protection and accountability for perpetrators of violations and abuses, and increased capacity building for more diverse groups of WHRDs. Meeting these needs would give more tools to HRDs, particularly WHRDs, to protect themselves and contribute to change.
With these considerations in mind, DefendDefenders urges a full return to the transition process, reinstatement of transitional institutions as per the 2019 power-sharing agreement and Constitutional Document, and a swift transition to full civilian rule. We offer the following recommendations, stressing that they in no way amount to recognising the legitimacy of the de facto military authorities:

**To the Sudanese authorities, including de facto military authorities following the 25 October 2021 coup:**

**Regarding human rights defenders, civil society, and civic space:**

- Publicly recognise the vital role human rights defenders play in Sudan and implement all provisions of Resolutions ACHPR/Res.119 (XXXII) 07 and ACHPR/Res.196 (L) 11 on the protection of human rights defenders; and ACHPR/Res.69(XXXV)03 and ACHPR/Res.273 (LV) 2014 on the mandate of the Special Rapporteur on human rights defenders in Africa;

- Pay specific attention to the situation, challenges, and risks facing women human rights defenders, including multiple and intersecting forms of violence and discrimination, including by implementing all provisions of 336 Resolution on Measures to Protect and Promote the Work of Women Human Rights Defenders ACHPR/Res.336(EXT.OS/XIX)2016;

- Ensure that independent and effective protection mechanisms are in place for human rights defenders that are easily accessible, and strengthen accountability mechanisms for reporting and investigating violations, including by

  - adopting a law on the protection of human rights defenders in order to create a national legal framework for their effective functioning;
  - publicly recognising and pledging to support human rights defenders and protect them from threats, violence, human rights violations, and violations of due process, and pledging to specifically address challenges facing women human rights defenders, including intersecting threats and risks; and
  - fully respecting citizens’ rights to freedom of peaceful assembly, association, expression, and participation in public affairs;
• Recognise the right of civil society organisations to operate freely; pursuant to the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights Guidelines on freedom of association and assembly in Africa, civil society organisations should not be compelled to register in order to be allowed to exist and to operate, and informal (de facto) associations should not be criminalised on the basis of their lack of formal status;

• Immediately cease violations of civic space rights, including the use of excessive and lethal force against protesters and other restrictions to the exercise of the right to freedom of peaceful assembly, as well as the harassment of human rights defenders, journalists, civil society organisations and actors, and hold those responsible, including at the command responsibility level, to account; and

• Conduct thorough reviews of all security and armed forces, including law enforcement bodies, to ensure knowledge of international and national legal obligations toward civilians, including protesters and human rights defenders. Human rights training should be mainstreamed into security sector reform, and thorough vetting processes should be included in any Disarmament, Demobilisation and Reintegration programmes.

**Regarding legal reform:**

• Repeal the Voluntary and Humanitarian Work (Organization) Act, which gives wide-ranging powers to the Humanitarian Aid Commission to restrict the work of civil society, and work with civil society to create a new system of registration for civil society organisations;

• Repeal the Personal Status Law, which discriminates against women, and include women human rights defenders in the drafting of new family laws in line with international standards on women’s rights and gender equality;

• Take immediate measures to complete accession to the Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, including domestication, implementation, and review of existing national law in line with the Convention, and withdraw the reservations made; and

• Ratify the Optional Protocol to the Convention on Elimination of all forms of Discrimination Against Women.

**Regarding gender equality:**

• Commit to greater inclusion of women in all government institutions, aiming to achieve 50% gender balance; and

• Commit to greater diversity of gender, class, and ethnicity in decision-making spaces, including in government and public bodies.

**To the African Union and the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights:**

Publicly recognise and support, through a new resolution, human rights defenders in Sudan, including women human rights defenders, and highlight their role in the transitional period and in the objective of transitioning to civilian rule; and
continue monitoring the situation in Sudan to ensure adherence to African Union and international law. The Rapporteur of the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights in charge of Sudan should request a visit to the country at the earliest opportunity.

To United Nations bodies and mechanisms, including the United Nations Human Rights Council:

- Ensure long-term scrutiny of Sudan’s human rights situation following the 25 October 2021 coup and the special session the Human Rights Council held on 5 November 2021;
- Continue supporting the country office of the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights in Sudan, as well as its field offices; and
- The Human Rights Council should extend its support to, and scrutiny of, Sudan through reporting by the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights on the work and activities of the country office and the human rights situation, and hold public debates on Sudan, in the form of enhanced interactive dialogues, and, depending on the situation, it should consider establishing an investigative mechanism such as a fact-finding mission.

To other governments:

- Publicly recognise and support human rights defenders in Sudan, including women human rights defenders, and highlight their role in the transitional period; and provide financial and other forms of support to Sudanese human rights defenders and women human rights defenders, in line with the analysis outlines in this report;
- Publicly address ongoing violations to women’s, civic space, and human rights; and
- Urge government authorities to increase inclusion of women throughout, aiming to achieve 50% gender parity.

To international civil society:

- Increase solidarity, networking and coordination between organisations in Sudan, and those who wish to support from outside, to share experiences with human rights defenders;
- Support human rights defenders, especially women human rights defenders in Sudan, by ensuring access to protection mechanisms and focusing on capacity building of underrepresented groups within civil society;
- Pay attention to diversity of gender, ethnicity, and sexual orientation and gender identity when working work with Sudanese civil society.
To human rights defenders:

- Continue to engage in the promotion and protection of all human rights in Sudan, including by monitoring developments, reporting on the situation, and engaging in capacity building, awareness-raising, civic education and advocacy activities, among others;
- Prioritise diversity of gender, ethnicity, and sexual orientation and gender identity, within civil society organisations, activities, and representation; and
- Seek relevant technical, financial, and other forms of assistance from national, regional, and international actors regarding all dimensions of their work.
Below is a list of organisations that HRDs can contact for protection, financial support, legal aid, or capacity building. Support mechanisms and projects for HRDs and urban refugees are subject to continuous change due to funding limitations and evolving priorities. This is not an exhaustive list. Please note that it is always best to look for updated information when the need arises, and to contact these organisations directly to discuss specific needs.

Support Mechanisms for HRDs
For a detailed list of resources for HRDs, visit our website: https://defenddefenders.org/about-us/about-us/resource-directory/

Physical and digital safety resources
Security manuals


The key points of the “Stand Up!” manual can also be found in the “Security in your pocket” brief


Digital safety learning resources
Digital First Aid Kit (https://www.digitaldefenders.org/digitalfirstaid/) aims to provide preliminary support for people facing the most common types of digital threats. The Kit offers a set of self-diagnostic tools for HRDs, bloggers, activists and journalists facing attacks themselves, as well as providing guidelines for digital first responders to assist a person under threat.

“Surveillance Self-Defence” (https://ssd.eff.org/) is Electronic Frontier Foundation’s guide to defending yourself from surveillance by using secure technology and developing careful practices. Umbrella (https://secfirst.org/umbrella) is an app available for Android phones which functions as a security handbook in your pocket. It can be used to review information relevant to your own situation and use their built-in checklists to stay safe when facing risks.

Access Now digital security helpline
The Digital Security Helpline is a free resource for civil society around the world. It offers real time, direct technical assistance and advice to activists, independent media, and civil society organisations, including:

- Rapid response on digital security incidents.
- Personalised recommendations, instructions, and follow-up support on digital security issues.
- Help assessing risks and creating organisational or community security strategies.
- Guidance on security practices and tools for organisations, communities, groups, and individuals.
- Support for securing technical infrastructure, websites, and social media against attack.
- Referrals, capacity-building, in-person consultations, and training; and
- Education materials in multiple languages.

The Digital Security Helpline is operated by a global team who are available 24/7, responsive to incidents in a rapid, efficient, and uniform manner, and multilingual (fluent in English, Arabic, French, Spanish, Portuguese, and Filipino). Contact them at: help@accessnow.org

DefendDefenders digital safety helpline
If you encounter suspicious emails, file attachments, links, instant messenger behaviour, or computer behaviour which you suspect may be related to a digital safety threat against you, contact helpline@defenddefenders.org or send a message to +256 787556560 (Signal, WhatsApp) for digital safety advice, analysis, and referral. Support is available in English, French, Luganda, Kinyarwanda, and Kirundi.
Defenddefenders (the East and Horn of Africa Human Rights Defenders Project) seeks to strengthen the work of HRDs throughout the subregion by reducing their vulnerability to risks of persecution and by enhancing their capacity to efficiently defend human rights.

Defenddefenders is the secretariat of EHAHRD--Net, a network of 78 human rights organisations in the eleven countries of the East and Horn of Africa subregion. Burundi, Djibouti, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, Somalia (together with Somaliland), South Sudan, Sudan, Tanzania and Uganda.
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